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This year SpednJm entries were judged by a
panel made up of Spectrum readers, both stu-

dents and faculty.
First place in the ncn-Bcticn category went to
Jessica Laaveg's "The Watermelon Baby," One

judge said it displays "the mutabilityand stability
of a mother/daughter
relationship through the
innovative editing of three moments of their lives

together." The second place e~y

by Sarah Yoder,

"Still Waiting/' is a haunting example of the
introspective essay. The movement from the concrete to the world of childish fantasy takes the
reader into a familiar and enticing place.
Corrie Odell's poem "Strained" captured the
award for first place poetry.
With in vivid
portrayal of the sometimes tense bond of sisterhood, "Strained" uses specific details to establish
a sense of uneasiness.
Second place went to
"Magnet Poem" by Jung Won Kim. The poem
creates a word hinge connecting two halves and
tugging at meaning in the process.
First place fiction went to "Cleaning House" by
Lisa Bouwman. Described as "a beautifully plotted story" by one judge, the parts come together,
the flashbacks illuminate the present, and the
ending is conclusive and satisfying. The story also
shows how an enduring love depends on a sense
of humor.
Second place "On the Front" by
laura Whitwer tells of a dichotomy of worlds.
This story reveals the secret passages through
which one character moves back and forth between his contrasting worlds.
Overall, this year's Spectrum is the culmination
of much work on the part of the editors as well
as the writers who submitted their work to be
shared with the greater Northwestern community.
This work was carried out for many reasons, but
the main purpose of this publication is to provide
a medium for student-written work to be published in a manner that offers an opportunity for
the reader to appreciate and to support the work
that is being produced on their very own campus.
Enjoy this collective gift of literature and thank the
writers for sharing their talents with usl

"' will no' be "'ram • • • , will not be
afraid to leI my talents shine."
ani c/ifranco
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Cleaning
House
Thelma picked up a piece of paper
laying on the kitchen table and
crumpled it into a ball, holding it in
her other hand as she furiously
scrubbed the oak table. Hot water
poured into the sink, soap bubbles rising slowly from the mist. She threw
the dishrag into the sink and with sure,
quick motions she turned off the water. She dropped greasy breakfast pans
in the sink to soak.

When Henry made her mad, she
coped best by cleaning. Henry and
Thelma had been married five days
short of forty years, but it seemed that
Henry's talent for making her angry
had only improved over the years.
After firmly setting in their places

her three bags of groceries, Thelma
yanked open the painted white cupboard above the stove and grabbed the
old T-shirt she used to dust the living
room furniture while the pans soaked.

She walked through the dining room
and into her favorite room of their old

country home. The kids and grandkids
would fill every comer of her house that
weekend when

they arrived

to celebrate

their anniversary.
Since Henry
wouldn't be doing anything to help get
the house ready, Thelma decided to
take her frustrations and get something

stairs up to their room and join her.

Thelma threw Henry's reading material into the little reserved cupboard

before placing it back near the center

underneath the lamp table. She didn't

of the table. On days when Henry
didn't give her the slightest consider-

throw it away because she never knew

how much Henry had actually managed
to read through them all between
snoozes. She dusted off the silver base
of the lamp.
She'd told Henry that morning at
breakfast that she needed to get groceries before she could make supper.
Henry had nodded, affirming that he'd
understood

her implication

of needing

their only vehicle, the '87 brown Ford,
to get to town. She also asked him to
fill the pickup with gas because she'd
noticed the gauge was low when they'd
driven home from church the day before.
After morning chores, she'd caught

a glimpse of Henry's dirty blue and
white striped overalls and green) ohn

drove the seven miles every weekday
morning and most Saturdays to have

Uneventfully, he had returned after
lunch and headed out to the fields in
the little tractor to begin planting.

Thelma had taken the pickup to town
to get her groceries about three, leaving a note on the table in case Henry
came in for afternoon coffee and wondered where she was.

Full paper bags beside her in the
truck, Thelma headed home. But one

engine died into silence.

Knowing im-

warm

it up if

"unnecessary

luxury" of a microwave she'd desired
for her anniversary presen t.

Thelma hurriedly crossed the room
to begin dusting off the wall of pictures.
Each of her five daughters' wedding pictures were arranged neatly around her

and Henry's wedding photo framed in
an old antique

frame that had once

belonged to Thelma's grandmother
back in Holland. She took each picture off the wall and wiped them off.

all moved four or more hours away; and
Thelma missed their companionship.
She was excited to be reunited with
them in just four more days.

As she delicately

took down the

golden frame in the center, her mind

went back to the day nearly forty years
before. Henry had looked so handsome
in his white tux and spectacles.
Her
radiant face and once young, thin figure stood proudly beside Henry, coming to his shoulders. She remembered

the day like it was yesterday.
Inexperienced, but in love, Thelma
had never been more nervous than she

was that day. But as she had walked
down the aisle on her father's arm, an
entire host of witnesses watching her,

time in her life.

walk forever.

This wasn't the first

time she'd had to walk home with an
armful of groceries because the pickup
had run out of gas.

She asked one simple question, and
Henry couldn't

remember.

She had come up beside Henry, and
her father had taken her hand from its
hooked position on his arm and placed
it in Henry's. She didn't let go until

He never

the food was set in front of them at

failed to buy a donut and a cup of coffee at the bowling alley, but stopping
to fill the pickup with gas rarely oc-

the reception following the ceremony.
She remembered thinking that she and
Henry were the only two people in the
room as everything faded into background noise, and they began talking
after the meal.
'" know we planned on going
straight to our room at Ruby's Motel,

curred to him.

He was still in the fields when
Thelma walked up the creaky wooden

night.

porch steps an hour later, so she
couldn't even have the satisfaction of
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the

she'd known she would love the man
waiting for her at the end of the short

gently touched his shoulder and kissed
his cheek before she went to bed at
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mediately what had occurred, Thelma
got out of the pick up, slamming the
door behind her, and swore for the third

after, remote in one hand, newspaper
or magazine
in the other.
Thelma
would often hear his snores from the
kitchen or sewing room. She always

he would stir, other

how she could

She wanted to make sure every corner

mile from home as she turned onto the

Sometimes

ment

they'd

was clean. She said a little prayer for
each daughter and her family as she
held the picture in her hands. They'd

gravel road, the pickup began sputtering and complaining. Finally, Thelma
had to pull off to the side of the road
and coast as all sounds of life from the

times he'd stay fast asleep. Butit usually only took an hour or two before
she'd hear Henry climb the now creaky

why she married

Deere hat out of the porch side win-

"What was he thinking?" she muttered to herself as she Wiped the rag over the
surface of the television. "He wasn't," she
answered herself She filled her hands with
the newspapers and magazines cluttered
around Henry's chair.
The springs in the old blue rocker
fuzz had rubbed off the ends of the arm
rests. But Henry had insisted on keeping it. He said he dreaded the thought
of getting used to a new one. Almost
every night after supper, he sat down
in the chair and fell asleep not too long

ation, she wondered

him. Maybe she should start making
supper soon so it could be cooled off
by the time Henry got back to the
house. Then she would quietly com-

dow. He'd been climbing into the
pickup to go to town. Henry usually

done.

had worn out long ago, even the blue

She picked up the empty flower vase
on the coffee table and wiped under it

silently ignoring his thoughtless
ogy when he saw her face.

apol-

but I wondered

if you wanted

the new house first?" he asked.

to see

the new house first?" he asked.
"We'll have to lose my brothers
first." Thelma pointed out, gazing into
her husband's sparkling green eyes.
Her three brothers would undoubtedly
chase the new couple in Henry's now
toilet-papered, soap-covered decorated
car, honking horns and speeding after
them.
"I'll lose them: Henry said confidently. "The farm place is seven miles
out of town. They won't follow us that
far."
Thelma smiled at him and agreed.
She'd never seen the home he'd built
with his own two hands, and she had
been excited for her first glimpse of the
house. She had been happy to become
a farmer's wife, and she also wanted to
begin trying for their first free farmhand in the home where they would
probably spend the rest of their lives.
Henry held true to his promise and
had no trouble shaking the car chasers
after the wedding reception ended. He
gave her a room-by-room tour of the
house he'd built for them and the children they'd have one day.
As he had taken her into the last
room, the living room, Thelma had
turned to Henry and told him their
home was beautiful. He'd taken her
face in his hands and said, "but not
nearly as beautiful as you, my dear,"
and kissed her.
That moment had occurred in the
very room she was standing in and
cleaning, Thelma thought as she came
back to the present.
She lovingly placed the photo back
in the center of her daughters.
She
would wait a couple of hours before
preparing supper and call Ernie, who
lived two miles further down the road,
at Philips 66 to bring out a can of diesel fuel on his way home from work.
As Thelma walked back into the
kitchen, prepared to fight the greasy
pans in the sink, she heard the porch
door swing open. The coat rack in the
entryway rattled as Henry placed is hat
on the top, and his hooded, worn navy
sweatshirt on the hook.
Knowing she would be in the
kitchen, probably scrubbing away at
something, Henry turned to the right,
keeping his right hand discreetly behind his back.
"Get everything you needed at the
store?" he asked.
Thelma nodded, focusing her energy
on the pans. As he walked up beside
her, Thelma looked up at Henry and

smiled. She never had been good at
staying mad for very long.
"This morning while I was in town,
I got to thinking," Henry began.
Thelma turned her eyes back to the
soapy water, but Henry knew she was
listening. "We never got our wedding
night in Ruby's Motel since we stayed
in the house. I figured it'll be a busy
weekend with everybody here, so I
thought maybe we oughta take a break
before hand. Prepare sort of. [talked
to Ruby. The honeymoon suite isn't
occupied for tonight. I just finished
up the last of the planting. how about
we head into town after supper?"
Thelma slid the last clean, wet, dripping pan onto the rack to dry She carefully wiped her hands dry on her apron.
"That's not a bad idea: she admitted.
"It'll keep my husband from making a
mess of my nice clean house."
Used to her little quips, Henry
didn't comment on her messy husband,
he just kept talking. "Then as I was
driving out of town, I saw something
in a store window I just couldn't leave
there."
Thelma tried to hold the grin inside,
but it spilled into her twinkling blue
eyes. She put her hands on her hips
and asked, "What was that?"
Henry pulled his right hand out
from behind his back and held out a
half dozen white roses. "I noticed this
morning that your vase on the coffee
table was empty. Then [ saw these, and
they just called your name. The white
reminded me of your wedding dress."
Thelma Sighed. "What am I going
to do with you?"
'T d be much obliged if you'd join
me for a little excursion to Ruby's this
evening, from there, do with me whatever you will."
Thelma reached out and took the
flowers into her own arms. She let the
smile spread onto her face. "Thank
you. They're beautiful."
"But not nearly as beautiful as you,"
Henry said, stepping close to her and
kissing her soft, wrinkled but still wonderful lips.
"You just have one problem,"
Thelma said, teasing, as she turned and
wrapped her free arm around her
husband's middle. "How do you plan
on sweet-talking that pickup of yours
a mile down the road there to take us
to town on an empty tank of gas?"
first place, fiction:

Absence
More oreases around his eyes,
and a little rounder belly than she
remembered, but it was definitely
him. Her mother had told her about
the nIDlors of his return to town.
One of his best friends was dying
ol cancer so he came back to say
goodbye.
Sara didn't think sbe
would have to see him. She didn't
think she would recognize him If
she did. She guessed some faces
were never lorgotten.
She hoped
he had not forgotten hers tbe day
he left. No, she would not go to
him. She would not speak to him.
She would not acknOWledge him.
She oould only Imagine what he
would have to say to her. Maybe
"Bey, long time DO see," or "Sorry I
haven't written."
She recalled those days when
she would plan out the conversation she would have with him when
he returned.
She wasn't ex.pecting
it to be twelve years later.
He
would have oome back with gifts
for his precious girl, of course. She
thought It would be jewelry. Maybe
a locket wltb a family ploture In It
or a ring in the shape of a heart to
show that she was always in his
heart, even when they were apart.
He would
say, "My beautiful
Saraftna, I oouldn't stay away. I
realize now that I can't live without you and your mom."
Then
would come the big hug, a few
tears, and she would skip school
the next day so the three of them
could gu lor a family picnic together.
As his absence lengthened, the
conversation
in Sara's
head
ohanged.
She started
to have
something to say. "Where have you
been? I've been so worried."
"My beautiful
Sarafina,
I'm
sorry. I'm back now, and I'll never
leave again."
And that was still
good enough for her then.
Then more tlme passed. Sbe had.
more to say. "Don't even start. You
left us. You put me through so
muoh grief, and now you just want
to come back with gifts and say ev-

UsoBouwmon
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erything is okay. I'm sorry. but
that·s not good enough for me."
Then still more time passed. and
she had nothing to say. "I'm sorry,
Sarafina. Please forgive me. I'm
back DOW." She would not satisfy
him with the response he wanted.
He did not deserve any part In her
life anymore, and she was not willing to give him any of It.
Now seeing him. again. her insides churned. The same lines appeared on his forehead when he
laughed, but his hair had mostly
disappeared,
leaving behind remnants of dirty gray fuzz. She had
not been sure how it would feel to
see him again. Now she found herself hoping he would not spot her
In the crowd. She hoped he would
leave again. never to return.
The annual
bazaar
always
brought
a crowd to the town
square. and today she was glad of
that. She tried to lose him In It, to
cut off any line of vision he might
have to her. She turned and walked
toward Jelr, who was peylng for the
Christmas tree they had picked out
at the Salvation Army booth. Jelr
saw her and waved her over.
Sara helped J elr load the tree
into the back of hie Chevy 4><4and
went around to the passenger side
to get in. He had agreed to go
home, but she could tell that he was
upset with her. He had wanted to
go out for coffee with some friends
of theirs, but she told him. she had
a headache
and wanted to get
home. For once, he hadn't argued
with her, but his furrowed eyebrows revealed his disgust.
She
knew he would get over it; he always did.
When they got home. she went
Inthe house without eaylng a word.
Jeff didn't seem to notice that she
had been exceptionally quiet on the
way home. In the house she began
cleaning the kitchen.
After the
dishes
were done. she filled a
bucket to mop the fioor. With her
rag full of soapy
water,
she
scrubbed the cracks in the squarepatterned
linoleum.
Her knees
hurt, but she continued scrubbing
the stubborn dirt out of the corners
and cracks.
She heard Jeff's truck pull out
of the drive aboutrour o'clock. She
always got a little eick to her stomach when he lett without her. About
an hour later she thought
she

Speetrum
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heard him pull back in, but then the
doorbell rang. She stood up and
went to the window. She separated
the blinds to see the v~hicle in the
driveway. It was some little, tan
foreign car that she did not recognize. She dropped her rag In the
bucket of s~apywater, walked to
the door and opened it. Her own
eyes, dulled by age and framed by
creases.
stared
back at her.
"Sarafina."
For a moment she
stared into those eyes, and then
she shut the door. Her hand kept a
tight grip on the knob. Her knuckles whitened. matching her face.
She could still see his sUbouette
through the curtain. He was waiting for her. Leave. Leave. She
gradually relaxed her grip, and fiuaIIy, she let It go. She turned and
walked back to the kitchen, picked
up her rag. and continued scrubbing the linoleum.

Beth Nikkel

Next Time
I made my way out of Emily's room to
answer the loud rapping on the door. I could
still hear her whimpering from the hallway.
My husband stood outside, with a small package in his hand. As soon as I recognized
him, my gaze dove to the floor. I knew I was
blushing, and r hated myself for it. Why
should I care that I looked so awful, or that
the apartment was a mess? We'd been separated for half a year. I had no real reason to
care.
Hello, he said. I came by to see Emily, if
chat's all right with you. Where's my lit de
girl? he called into the room.
I stared at the package in his hand, trying
to think of what to say. "Hello" would be a
good scare. Where have you ban this week.'
Emily missed you. We needed you. What if
shes dying? But all I could get out was, She's
sick.
He said, she's sick? What's wrong with
her? He brushed past where r srood in the
doorway and went inco Emily's room. She
just has the flu, I called after him. Of course

she only has the flu. She's a. child, children
get sick all the nine. And why did J say she
just has the flu? J sound cold and hesrtlcss
again. like J don't even care.
I moved to Emily's room and watched
them from the doorway. He was so gentle
with her. He had opened the present and
given her the doll inside. He placed the toy
beside her warm little body as he spoke to
her in his kind, fatherly tone. Lines of worry
creased his forehead to match the pinscriped
wallpaper behind him.
Imoved inco the kitchen and tried to collect my thoughts. I stood there so long that
Emily had fallen into a feverish sleep by the
time he came in and joined me. I tried to
look busy by washing the dishes-standing
at the sink was a good excuse not to face
him.
He asked, How long has she been like
this?
Well, I said, She came home from kindergarten two days ago with a fever. It would
be nice if you were here. You could help me
tske csrc of her.
He hesitated for a long time. The tension grew inside me until it was too much. I
felt like we were in a tiny elevator-those
solid doors had closed us in, and before we
reached the top, he would use up all the air
and there wouldn't be enough left for me.
Finally, he said, Are you okay?
Me? I squeaked. I'm fine. I started to
ramble. I'm jusr worried about Emily. I know
she'll get better soon, but I feel so bad for
her.
I didn't realize he had come up behind
me until he touched my shoulder. Without
wanting to, I jumped and cringed.
What's the matter? he said in a hurt voice.
Are you afraid of me?
No. I'm not afraid of you. I'm afraid of
myse.lf. I'm i'lfri'lidI'll never be the kind of
person who csn look you in the eye and tell
you whsr 1am re:J1y feeling. The words that
come out of my mouth become twisted with
sounds that are foreign to :J.ffection.
I finally said, No, I'm not afraid of you.
Then what are you afraid of? he asked.
I am afraid of us. I'm afraid that there
is no us. I'm afraid that one of these times,
Emily won't be enough of a link anymore,
and the words that do or don't come out of
my mouth will drive you away.
I wanted so desperately to express myself that my forehead creased enough to
match his, but the words were not there yet.
However, I did know some words that r could
say that really were a part of me.
I'm afraid for Emily, I said. Do you think

People were everywhere. Men eating

she will be all right?

or course

she will, he said. After a little

pause, he turned and said, I really have to
get going.

Will you let me know how she's

doing?
Yes, I will, I said. As I followed him to
the door, I wanted to give him those words

,

in my head that had been lifted up from my
heart, but I wasn't ready.

Come again soon,

I called softly after him, because those were
"

,

the best words I could come up with for now.

He turned his head and smiled at me while

he walked away. I dosed the door behind
him

and leaned

against

its comforting

strength. I knew what I had

to

do. Each

time he came around, I needed to peel away

more of the wallpaper I had glued myself
under

and convey

my heart,

despite

my

tongue. After a moment, I heard the word
"Mommy" stretch to reach me from Emily's
bedroom, and I went to answer her call. Next

time. Maybe next rime.

hot dogs and wearing baseball caps chatted as children clung to their hands, licking ice cream cones. Women in straw hats
and sunglasses with arms full of shopping bags and babies lined the sidewalks.
Old men and women walked leisurely
along the waterfront, stopping to feed
bread to birds and to comment on the
sun, which was finally showing its face.
Kids of every shape, size, and color raced
from one ride to the next at a small theme

the many Lutheran churches that populated Northern Minnesota almost as

densely as the pine tree, people who still
ate Lutefisk in the fall and Lefse at Christmas, people who went ice fishing.
We decided to have a little fun

Minnesota. I pulled into the drive-thru
of a fast-food restaurant and asked the
attendant about the legend of Paul

thought were from Georgia. Our game

had begun. Before the night was over,
we had frequented every single drive-thru
in Bemidji, and we had heard a lot about
Paul Bunyan, too. The game varied at
each place we went to. At two different
places, we spoke to the workers in Spanish. I believe we even stopped at a hotel

and told the poor desk clerk we had res-

Minnesotans
This Independence

Day eve was to be

our special night. After a lazy afternoon
filled with laughter, backrubs, and all
sorts of girl things that people do while
on vacation-magazines,

painting nails,

taking naps accompanied by sappy arrangements of"America the Beautiful" on
Grandma's old radio

-we were

ready for

a night on the town. We piled into my red
Grand Am, a mixture of belts and purses,
red lips, tan skin. sandals, mascara, rosy

cheeks, the smell of bath products, and
shouts of excitement. We drove through
the drizzle to the usually-sleepy town of
Bemidji, Minnesota.

smooching

on

Jessica M. Laaveg

than the Dutch. These were people who
still told the tale of Paul Bunyan and Babe
the Blue Ox, who still faithfully attended

the people in the red Grand Am she

To

costumes

someone's front lawn.

We took in this view of Minnesotans,
these people so sure of their ways and of
their heritage-perhaps
even more so

Bunyan, using my best Southern-belle
accent. The attentive fast food worker
tried her hardest to recount the tale to

Ode

Dutch

park, little orange tickets clutched in their
hands.

withthese people on this, the greatest
tourist holiday of the year for Bemidji,

Jennifer Baack

Her voiced oozed honey and sugar: "You

know what? That's okay. I'm sure well
be able to make arrangements. Thanks
so much for your help." Giving us a wink
and turning on her heel, she left the building with all the pretentiousness of windmills, tulips, and blonde children in

ervations. The desk clerk was determined
to help us find somewhere to stay in a

town of hotels that had literally been
booked for months:
"Oh, yoo guys, I'm soh sohrry theat
yoo have too goh throo this," she phrased
in perfect Minnesotan, "Meybe yoo can
call the other hotels in town, and try to
find somewhere else too stay, althohh
everybuddy's probably booked. Sohrry."
The clerk promptly placed a list of hotels

SundC!)!Afternoon
Oaddywouldsit on the lightgray loveseat
viewingthe game of the day.
cheering on his favorite team

and sighingwith each fumble.
The Gazette would laynextto him.
and he wouldconsult it periodically.
I wouldsit close by.
watching and listening.
Mama would sit at the dining room table
clipping coupons, and taking special cafe

to crop each line perfectly.
Granny's afghanwouldbe wrapped around
her legs.
as her shiny silver scissors

snipped the valuablepieces of paper.
I wouldsit close by.
watchingand listening.
Monica would sit on the living room floor,
scanning wedding announcements.
exclaiming over pret~ dresses
and familiar names.

She wouldhum to herself.
but I alwaysheard.
I wouldsit close by.
watchingand listening.

Carrie Odell

and their phone numbers under my nose,

ready for me to call them. I gulped and
looked around at my friends. Smooth as
the vowels that came from that clerk's
mouth, my friend handled the situation.
She transformed before our eyes, switch-

ing into Tulip Queen mode. A bright,
teethy smile now adorned her lips, her
lashes fluttered, and her eyes flashed.
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Reruns
Maybe the pattern started before this. Maybe it started generations before they existed. Maybe it started when they reached
that age. One night they told their parents that they were going
out, and without looking up from the television or asking where
they were going, the parents said, "Be back by ten." After all, that
is what their parents had said to them twenty years earlier, from a
house a lot like this one on the same side of town.
They had to find something to do with this new freedom, something exciting, but there wasn't anything exhilarating about this
small town. They wandered up to Main Street to find the only
action available. The girls from their grade were standing on the
comer by the movie theater, trying to impress them and look
mature under the glaring fluorescent light. However, that sidewalk full of bubble blowing, gossiping, and giggling wasn't cool
enough for them.
They moved on up to the square, the park in the middle of
town that was darkly shadowed by a lack of working street lamps.
Here they found their place with the older boys. Amid the picnic
tables and park benches, they could complain with the wiser males
of their own kind. There was nothing to do here. Nothing ever
happened here. They were going to be stuck here for the rest of
their lives.
Every night they would wander up to the square. Soon they
would be joining the older kids in all of the activities they occupied themselves with in the town where there was nothing else to
do. Someone passed them cigarettes, then alcohol, all purchased
by someone who had been in their shoes a few years ago and who
had no problem continuing the tradition of life without a future.
They sat there, leering at the people who drove by and making
fun of one of their favorite subjects: the kids at school who were
trying to make something of themselves. Didn't they realize that
there was no hope of getting anywhere when you come from nowhere?
Time passed, but nothing really changed in that lethargic town.
After their meetings in the park, they moved on to the local parties. The girls joined them. They searched for stimulation in the
alcohol and the smoky haze. It didn't really matter what they
did-what
little excitement they could create amongst themselves
was all they were ever going to get, so why not take advantage of
the pathetic fun they could have? The parties and gatherings in
the park continued until the end of high school drew near.
When some of the girls turned up pregnant, they realized the
fun had gone too far. They found themselves entangled in hasty
engagements forced upon them by their parents.
Finally, graduation loomed over them. They put in as little
effort as possible to get a diploma, while the disillusioned kids
who strove for pointless excellence graduated with honors. They
knew that fancy piece of paper was worthless, but for some reason their parents expected them to have it.
While their motivated classmates moved on to college, they
found themselves living on the same side of town, tied down in
quick marriages and pointless jobs at the gas station, the bar, or
the local factory. They accepted their roles in life-it was fate.
They were now old enough to provide the next group of kids at
the square with the means to drown their boredom. From time to
time, they heard about their classmates who had gone on to bigger and better lives. Over drinks at the local bars after long days

of labor, they concluded that those people were just lucky.
-The years passed with few variations. They worked, slept, ignored their kids, and fought with their wives. Their unplanned
children grew to become teenagers. Stuck in a town where there
was nothing to do, their children were also forced to create their
own entertainment.
One night, as their children contemplated
what to do, they called to their parents that they were going out.
The parents glanced up from the reruns on television and caught
the children's eyes, their own eyes, the eyes of generations before
them. Eyes that would lose the chance to get away if they never
let themselves realize that they had the opportunity.
They asked the kids where they were going. when the teenagers replied that they were just going to go hang out, the parents
stopped them.
"Go do your homework," they said. "You need to bring up
your grades." When the kids asked why, they replied, "You have
to. It's the only way out."
The children looked at their parents with disgust. "Yeah, right,"
they said, and walked out the door.
Jennifer Baack

Impressionable
"Stop that," Staci said.
Ashley looked up and then back down at her hand. Watching the lead repeatedly sink through the skin, ail of the dots of lead forming one strong, continuous line of gray was hypnotic almost. She held out her hand to admire her
own work. Then with the renewed intensity of an artist, she put her hand back
down on the kitchen table and began to stab it again.
"I said stop it," Staci said louder.
"Why?" Ashley lifted the pencil higher and with a look of defiance, she
jammed it into her flesh.
"roure ruining your hands. IflJ leave a mark." Staci caught sight of her own
arm and pulled the sleeve of her sweater down over the scar she had named
Danny after one of her ex-boyfriends, "Stop hurting yoursef," Stop hurting me,
she thought.
"You do it," Ashley said.
"I'm older than you. And I don't anymore. I stopped." Stad's hand throbbed.
You don't hurt like I hurt. She was somewhat surprised that it stiil hurt. Eartier
she had etched a star on her hand WITha paperclip.
Ashley looked skeptical. "You stopped?"
"I stopped. It's stupid, so why do you do It?"
"Why do you?"
I want someone to see it. I want proof that I hurt. J want someone to notice
my scars. "I asked first. Why don't you just wote with the pencil, huh?"
"It's not my fault I get bored. There's nothing else to do."
·Watch a movie. Go on a walk. Call a friend." Use something more respectable like a knife. Pencils don't hurl enough.
"I don't have friends."
"Make some. Just stop, okay. Just stop it" Because If you don't, they'll
think you're messed up. And you don't want to be messed up like me.
"I wiil, okay?'
"Give me the pencil."
"Why? Don't you trust me?"
I want 10 try II. I've never used a pencil like that before. "Can I?" trust you,
I mean.
"l'iI stop if you stop."
"I stopped. No more scars." Where you can see them. I forgot you were
impressionable. I didn't want you to notice.
SaraL.mb
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v11; cJ'''~R>oll
t:he background is baby blue, as fair as your skin. You
eyes are what make this picture in my mind memorable. They
are wide and wild and beautiful. Your nostrils are large, taking in hasty breaths to nourish your madness. This is how I
see you in my mind, my china doll.

,g used to watch as you found your seat afler singing a
song in church. Your head straight, your hands brushing your
hips as you gracefully stepped to your place between your
parents. You were a distant, perfect image then.
After spending time with you singing at school, laughing
as we rollerbladed, sharing on the phone late into the night, I
learned that there was much underneath your pure sem-

blance. You were lost but found strength through me. l listened quietly as you ranted about your mom's "unfair, unreasonable" rules. You stayed at my house the nightyaur mom's
rules finallygot you. This dependence frightened me-I wasn't
sure Icould sustain us both.
,,!Sourvolatility always had me on edge. I think this is why
we were so close. I tried to see how close to your SOUTce of
frenzy I could get without being pulled in. You almost had
me too. Those nights 1took the car and drove with you were
nights I do not attribute to my own will. It is not that 1don't

Whenever I think about where you are now, I feel guilty.
After being in college for a year and half, you carne back home,
to what you called your "prison." If prison meant that you
couldn't "shack up" with any random football or soccer player
or go out bingeing at the nearest campus bar, then yes, it was
a prison. But I was at least close to you-geographically-at best
a negligent jailer. I carne to see you ... sometimes. I had a
life of my own; I couldn't help you rebuild yours. It hurt too
much to see the earlier one crumble.
I feel like I have somehow set you up to fall. I watched as
your gears were being wound taut until they reached maximum tension. Then as your world became garish and discolike, I stepped back, into the comfortable, safe recesses of
mine. I still sensed the harsh, cartoonish lights, the resonant,
thumping sounds as they contorted your perfect porcelain
form. You were blinded and deafened, falling deeper inio
your personal realm of delirium.

.1n my mind, the pieces of the refined clay once composing my friend Lauren lie scattered about. Her once-sustaining lights have dimmed; the beat has faded. Despite this, the
destructive storm brewing in her zealous eyes rages on. Tranquility is slow in coming, but I pray my china doll wili one day
close her eyes in peace.

consider myself to have done that. It's just that I would never

have done that on my own. You helped teach me that rules
need to be challenged-even
if they are the ones established
by your parents.
Your parents were always very nice to me. Parents always
were. Iwas always the girl that everyone's mom encouraged
them to befriend-"She's such a good girl," they would oozeand is even fun to be around ... sometimes. We both took a
chance on each other, and that chance proved to be a success. At least in the beginning.

Our friendship was one of the best I have experienced.
Experience being the root of it. Every new experience I had
was reported to you with remarkable diligence. It was like
everything that would happen to me was a poker chip, endlessly accumulating. I would cash them in by telling you all.
Validalion of sorts.
I remember coming over to your house after spending the
afternoon with a boy we both considered a good friend. That
good friend and I decided to become girlfriend and boyfriend,
and from then one you and I were not allowed to be dependent on one another. Myallegiance had somehow, out of my
control, been automatically shilled from my best friend to a
boy I had met three months earlier. It was out of my control,
and now you are too.
filler joining a sorority at college with your last two thousand dollars your freshman year, I knew that your wild eyes
were bleeding from the pressures you were facing ... without me. Your Amanda was not there to ask you what you did
last weekend, expecting an honest, respectable answer. I
could not continue to be the dependable, controlling factor
in you life. You were at college, I was in high school, and we
were both very scared and lonely. I directed this to academic
and spiritual pursuits while you, Lauren, denied any sort of
channel.

honorable

mention,

non-fiction:
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Burnt Out
melting the me off me
feeding the flame
full of myself
whittling my waxen will
into apparent nothingness.
abandoning what i mistook for me.
my candle, unable to handle
all His smoke.
Sara Lamb
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hasn't seen her for a couple weeps.
"Where you been hiding, Sugar?" he esjas
her.
"I've been here and there, you janow"
she says. "I ain't seen you around much
either. That's why I thought the muffins
would be a good excuse to see what you
been up to." Jimmy stares at her as she
speaks. He really likes the red mini shirt
she is wearing. It reminds him of the one
the girl was wearing on that MTV music
Every night after the eleven o'clocja
countdown show the other night.
news, Jimmy calls his ex-wife. He says he's
"I ain't been up to nothing, Hen. You
calling to tell the Rids good night. but he's
Rnow me. I'd invite you in, but I got to get
caIIinq for his ex-wife. He has been doing
to the shop before the boss has my hide,"
it for about six months. When the news
"Well, if you Ilae the muffins, you know
people say. "Good night" with their exagwhere you can find some more. You ought
gerated smiles, Jimmy flips off the TV and
to stop over some time," Liz says.
grabs the phone.
Liz walks back to her little blue house.
Tonight Debra's voice sounds extra
and Jimmy watches her go, examining the
sexy to him. Maybe it's because she
way her hips sway when she walRs. Jimmy
sounds especiafly irritated with him.
pulIs on his clothes and leaves for wort!.
"Jimmy. the kids are in bed already. as
He is a mechanic at the local Conoco stausual. What kind of mother do you think
tion, and he likes it. Debra doesn't like it.
I am? Go to bed."
though. She used to thinla it was fine, at
As she hangs up. he hears a mare voice.
first. but then she started complaining that
and then Debra giggles. He hangs up. too,
he didn't make enough money. She aland flips the TV back on to a "Cheers" reways wanted one of those new computrun. That's what he could use: a beer. He
ers. Jimmy didn't know a thing about
goes to the fridge and qrabs a Budweiser.
them, and he wasn't sure what Debra
He hadn't started driobing until he and
would do with one either. She finished
Debra started fighting.
Even in those
high school. but that was it. and that was
tough years starting out when he was
before computers were even popular. He
worRing two jobs to support Debra and
had never bought one for her, and she still
the baby, he hadn't resorted to alcohol. but
mentioned it once in a while. He would
when he and Debra started fighting over
love to buy her one, but he doesn't make
this and that. he started hanging out at the
enough money. Now that they are older.
bar a couple times a weea. She was the
the aids would love it too, but they already
only girl he had ever really loved. He had
like being at their mama's more than at
his flings in high school. but when he met
his place. They didn't need anymore exDebra in the eleventh grade, he settled
pensive contraptions over there. Debra
down. In the beginning, he had loved to
has bought plenty of new things over the
hear her laugh. but things got tough. and
years, especially in the year since the dihe stopped hearing it. They had some
vorce.
good years. but the Rids came, the bills
After a twelve-hour day at the shop.
came, and the mailman came. She deJimmy comes baca to his little house. He
cided that he wasn't enough anymore.
notices a light on in Liz's aftchen. but he
Now he watches his "Cheers" rerun
decides not to stop in. The phone is ringchange to a "M*A*S*H" rerun. He dozes
ing when he walks in. He shoves a pile of
off in the old brown recliner in the corner
newspapers out of the way to get to the
of his cracker box liVing room as the
phone. It's Debra. "Hi. Jimmy. Surprised
theme song plays. He eweees to a fuzzy
to find you home from wore already." It
screen about two hours later, and he
is eight o'clock. "Ithouqhtyou might want
punches the power button on the remote
to come over for a late supper with me
before raHing onto his side and going baca
and the Rids. Joey's been aSRing about
to sleep, This is a pretty common occuryou, and you haven't been over for
rence anymore. He never wants to go to
awhile." She seems nervous.
bed alone so he just doesn't go to bed at
"That sounds good, Han. What we
all.
haVing?"
The next morning Jimmy eweaes to a
"Roast beef and mashed potatoes." It
anoca on the door. It is Liz, his young,
used to be his favorite meal. Now he ate
blond next-door neighbor, with a plate of
Spaghettios so often he wasn't sure what
muffins. He finds Liz very attractive. She
a home-coohed meal tasted Iilae.
has slept over a couple of times, but he
The last time Jimmy was over there was

Miniskir/s
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about six months aqo. They had fought
about who was supposed to go first in Monopoly. The bids had wanted to play one
Sunday afternoon when he brought them
back home, After that day he hadn't been
back. She always brought the t!ids over
and picbed them up. He figured she just
wanted to check up on him. It was fine
with him. He would rather see Debra in a
new setting. He often wonders if just moving to a new place would have helped.
His normal place at the head of the
table is set for him when he arrives at the
house. Everythinq is in its place, which
doesn't seem like Debra. She always loved
to eat in front of the television so she
could watch "Wheel of fortune." She was
never too qood at getting the puzzles, but
she was a great couch encourager. Jimmy
had always thought it was kind of cute
how she cheered and clapped for the contestants.
Debra comes out of the aitchen wearing black pants and a blue, flowered
sweeter-the one Jimmy loves because it
matches her eyes. "Hi. Jimmy. How are
you? Supper wiII be on the table in a jiffy.
I believe the kids are raising a ruckus in
the liVing room."
TIl ,go help them-e-unless you need
help,"
Jimmy says, finding himself a little nervous now. She Iooas good and she's acting awful strense.
"No. you just go see the Rids. I'II calI
y'aIl when it's ready."
The Rids are enthralled by an episode
of the "Power Rangers" when he waJt!s in,
but they finally realize he is there when a
commercial for Tide comes on.
"Daddy! You lmowwhat happened today?" Joey says. "Roger punched Mit!e at
recess, and Mit!e had blood running out
his nose." Before Joey can finish his story,
Debra calls them to the table. Dinner is
good. Roast beef is even better than he
remembers it. Pretty soon, Joey and Betsy
leave the table to get ready for bed.
"Let's go to the liVing room," Debra
says. "We can see what's on TNT tonight."
Jimmy and Debra sit beside one another on the couch, but not right beside.
They start watching a movie about some
guy who stalhs some girl. and it gets gory.
They both look at each other and laugh
at the gory parts. The Rids come tell their
dad good night. and Debra goes upstairs
to tuch them in. She comes back with a
bowl of popcorn and two cans of Bud.
Out of the blue, Debra says, "Why do
you call every night, Jimmy?" and breazs
the silence.
"I just miss the bids, Debbie."
"But. they're always in bed by the time

you call. You anow that."
MWeII.
I quess it's just qat to be a habit
of mine. You know, like putting on my
pants in the morning.
"Oh. I see. Jimmy. I was just wonderinq." Debra stops the tall~about that.
He listens to her laugh for a while
longer while they watch the rest of their
TNTmovie. She fallsasleep with her head
on his shoulder so he dozes off. too.
Jimmy wakes up in the morning and
leaves Debra asleep on the sunaen-ln
couch.
After worb that niqht he returns to his
little house and sees the Hqht on in Liz's
bitchen. He tabes a shower. puts on some
extra Old Spice. and walks to Liz's front
door. She is wearinq a black miniskirt today. He !iRes it, too. She invites him in
and offers him a spot next to her on the
sofa. They spend the evening watchinq
reruns of MILove Lucy,"anddnnbmq beer.
She doesn't offer him enythlnq. except
beer. She laughs out loud at the reruns,
and Jimmy smiles. They both drift off to
sleep on the couch. Liz is stilI sleeping
when Jimmy waRes up at seven. He
qlances up at the blank1V screen and sees
the reflection of their two crumpled bodies. Then he 100125down at Liz.thinkinq
about buyinq a computer for Debra.
M

honorable mention. fiction
BelhNikkel

HOW TO HATE

VALENTINE'S
DAY
When you are driving home from work
you will hear all sorts of advertisements for
Valentine's Day specials The announcer will
say that these sales are for one day onlytomorrow. It will slowly dawn on you that tomorrow is Valentine's Day. You don't have
anyone to share the day with because your
boyfriend dumped you two weeks ago. You
secretly suspect that the reason he dumped
you was that he didn't want to buy you anything for Valentine's Day. Tell yourselfthat it
is his loss, not yours.

Go to

the store and buy yourself some

chocolate. Have it wrapped with a note attached. Ask the salesperson to have it delivered to your apartment tomorrow moming.
Go home happy.
Wake up the next morning. Alone. Lean
over and kiss the other pillow. Pretend it's
- David Duchovny. Throw it across the room
when you realize that it isn't.
Look at the clock. It says 8:37

a.m .. Think

about going to work. Don't. Think about calling in dead. Don't. Go back. to bed. Get up
two minutes later when somebody knocks
on the door. Wonder who the hell would be
at your door, especially at this hour. After
cursing, go answer the door. Happily accept
the box of chocolates from the messenger.
Wonder who could have sent you chocolates.

Later

table for two. Plan an intimate dinner. Just
before you are supposed to get there, call
the restaurant back. Cancel your reservation. Cite food poisoning. Tell the person on
the phone that it was probably from eating
too many chocolates. Hang up. Look at your
watch and realize that if you go to bed by
midnight you only have to endure five more
hours of Valentine's Day.
Listen over and over to Jewel singing how
she hates Valentme's Day. Ask what she has
to complain about. She's rich, famous, and
beautiful. Make fun of her crooked teeth.
Recite Jewel's lyrics anyway.
Wonder if there are any support groups
for people who hate Valentine's Day. Check
the Internet. There's not. But there are sites
denouncing Valentine's Day. Find redemption and solace in this.
The phone in your apartment

will ring

around nine. You rush to the phone hoping
it is that one guy. You know which guy. Be
disappointed when the man on the other end
of the line tells you all about the new benefits of Discover Card. Consider telling him
to kiss off. Don't. Instead, you end up talking to him for about an hour. You talk about
everything but Discover Card. Find out that
he is an aspiring country singer living in Mem·
phis. Wish that he was an aspiring anything
in Oregon. Try to figure out how long of a
drive it would be to Memphis. Decide that it
is too long and wish that there were cowboys in Oregon.

Try

to figure out where all the cowboys

have gone.
In a fit of depression,

make a list of all

the reasons you hate Valentine's

I.

Day:

Nobody to love you, hug you, and call

you George.

Take a long shower and think of all the

Z.

You sent yourself chocolates.

things you will do today instead of going to

3.

You didn't eat them.

.t.

Jewel can't possibly hate Valentine's

work. Decide to go to the zoo.
Stare at the monkeys

It feels later than tonight.
The starless sky
Is smothering me
and on we fight.
I told him,
If you love someone, it hurts
and if it hurts
you know it's love.
And I'm so tired of hurting.
It feels later than this.
Like it should be break up time
And I'm broken
And I just want to heal
But all he can do
Is wallow in what Ifs.

your shoulders. Run out of chocolates.
Call up a fancy restaurant and reserve a

swinging

around

on branches. Admire how they take great
leaps of faith and always land safely. Consider trying to swing from branches.
You go home after the zoo and see the
box of chocolates. Open the box eagerly,
grab the first round piece of chocolate and
eat it. Spit it out. Curse the man who invented
coconuts. See the card still unopened. See
that it is addresses to "Jactyn, the one I love."
Forget that you wrote the card. See Jewel's
song Uj Hate Valentine's Day" written down.
See the line ~l didn't get no stinkin chocolates." Laugh. Tell her that you got some
chocolates. Remember that you sent yourse~ the chocolates.

Day.

5.

No man.

6. No cat.
7. That guy

who distributes

in the supermarket

Bible tracts

is starting to look attrac-

tive.

8. That

guy who distributes

in the supermarket

9.

Bible tracts

is gay.

You still care about Valentine's

Day,

and it pisses you off.

Go

to work the next day, and act like

Valentine's
the list.

Day didn't SUCk. Don't mention

Stop laughing.

Sit on the front steps of your apartment

Sara Lamb

building and throw pieces of chocolate at
men who walk by. When they complain,
apologize. Say that you were reminded of
somebody you don't like anymore. When
they walk away, throw another piece. Shrug
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On the Front
Mrs. Taylor looked up from the lunch
table at her husband. "Don't you forget
to dig up some ground for my marigolds," she said. "Remember, I want
the flower bed under the living room window on the front yard."
Mr.Taylortook a biteof his ham sandwich, which had too much mayonnaise.
"I won't forget," he said.
"I have a Ladies Aid meeting this attemoon," said Mrs. Taylor. "It would just
make my day if the digging were done
when I came back."
Mr. Taylor, looking at her blue floral
dress, white hat, and the gaudy necklace her sister gave her for her fiftieth
birthday, nodded his head.
When Mrs. Taylor's car backed out
of the driveway, leaving the neighborhood without cracks in the sidewalks,
and headed to the Ladies Aid meeting.
Mr. Taylor went to the garage to rummage for a shovel. His littledog followed
him, tail wagging. Finding what he was
looking for, he marched to the front yard,
underneath the living room windowexactly the location he had been ordered
to.
He began to dig. He fought the thick,
tangled grass roots. The trench must
be dug deep. It must be a large enough
foxhole to shield him from German
shells. He dug furiously. The shovel
was small-the usual one assigned to
Corporals who had to carry it in their
pack all day. The ground was hard.
Even the earth was on the Nazis' side.
An explosion sounded. He hit the dirt,
covering the back of his neck with his
hands. He looked up to see if any of his
buddies were wounded.
"Sorry, Howard! This old Chevy
backfires a lot nowadays,"said his bluesuited neighbor while pUllingout of the
driveway.
Spectrum
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Strained

Howardwaved good-naturedly. Just
yesterday he had saved the
Lieutenant's life by dragging the
wounded man off the field and flagging
down a medic. It appeared that he had
made a full recovery. As no one appeared hurt now, he continued to dig.
The heat was vicious. He wanted a
drink, but he had apparently forgotten
his canteen. He was tough though; he
would not complain. He thought about
the medal he would receive for saving
the Lieutenant's life. Maybe hewouldbe
promoted. Maybe he would be a fivestar General by the time this war was
over. He dug deeper.
Marigolds. The word lingered in his
mind. It must be a code word he had
heard some of the boys whispering
about. What could it mean? Mari could
be short for Marines. Gold may refer to
metal, like tanks or shells. If only he
could break the code. The other men
in the unit did not know that he had been
chosen as a spy for a secret mission
tomorrow. In the mean time, he dug.
"Howard Taylor! What have you
done?" said Mrs. Tayior who had just
gotten out of the car. "That hole is big
enough to bury the refrigerator in. I
won't have a tacky yard!"
Howard looked at his hole. It looked
like a fine foxhole to him. The officers
here were so difficult. One could do
nothing to please them on the German
front. He thought about what was just
said. A tacky... Ah, itwas another code
word intended for him, the trusted undercover agent. They were expecting
the Germans to attack.

second place, fiction:

Laura Whitwer

Mama used to make us
strawberry-rhubarb
pies
for a special treat,
but that was before she got sick.

Now the oven sat idlejust waiting for one of her pies
to be placed on its cooled iron racks.
Returning from a long stay at the county
hospital,
Mama walked into the kitchen-slowly.
Her pale blue eyes glared.
"While Mama was gone,
her older sister Vivian had come
to stay with us for awhile.
Vivian had rearranged Mama's kitchen
(her cupboards and shelves)
to her liking
in an effort to maintain the control
she always sought-and
fought-to
keep.
Mama trudged over to the windowsill
gazing at her beloved prizewinning petunias,
and sighed.
She brushed a fly off the sill,
and wiped an imaginary smudge
from the glass pane.
But she was not subdued for long.
Suddenly, my mama began tearing open
drawers and slamming them shut.
She cursed when she couldn't find her
favorite wooden spoon.
Aunt Vivian rushed in shouting, wondering
what the hell
was going on in there,
and reminding my mama that she was
not to "strain herself"
Mama lashed out that she was not a baby.
And they argued like only sisters can.
Mama grabbed a pale green bowl
and hurled it onto the tile floor.
One of her valued handmade dishes
now lay shattered on the linoleum.
Vivian said nothing, but found a broom
and began to sweep away the shards.
Mama roiled up her shirt sleeves
and grabbed a handful of flour
from the brown speckled tin.
"Stay for supper, Vivian," Mama said softly,
"cause tonight we're havin
a strawberry-rhubarb
pie."

first place, poetry.
Carrie Odell

My Perfect Bike
My sneaking around had finally caught
up to me, and I was in big trouble. I was
going to get the "big talking to" from my
mom. Daily, for the past week and a half,
I had been "borrowing" my next-door
neighbor Stacy's bike and hiding it in the
bushes beside my house.
Stacy had gotten that bike for her
birthday in December. But since it was
winter when <he got the bike, <he just
kept it in her basement, occasionally
riding a few feet here and there. I didn't
think much of the bike then, but the very
first day <he took it outside and I saw it
glistening in the sunlight, the red paint
gleaming and the shiny new <pokes on
the wheel reflecting in the sun, I knew
that I had to have that bike. I looked
over the bike carefully, and, oh my, it
even had brakes on the handlebars, <0
you could easily <top by just pressing on
them. With my bike, you had to drag
your feet on the ground to <low it down.
Even the tires <till had all their tread on
them, you could <till pull those poky
things off. My bike's tires were bald. You
couldn't even see a stripe imprint on the
tire or anything.
Even the chain on
Stacy's bike looked perfect to me, lightly
coated with grease like oil glistening on

a sunbather.

My

chain was so slathered

with new and old chunks of grease, you
could barely even see the chain anymore.
The bike was perfect.
Watching Stacy wobble around on the
yard on that bike, I felt immense pity for
the bike. She was quite chunky for her
eight years and didn't quite fit the bike.
I, on the other hand, being only <even
and not at all big for my age, fit perfectly. Stacy hadn't figured out yet how
to balance her weight equally on both
<ides of the bike, <0 <he was always toppling over when <he tried to ride. She
always had scabs on both knees from always falling in the street on one <ide of
her body or the other, whatever <ide most
of her weight was on at the time. The
bike always seemed to be looking at me
in pain while she was riding it_ I had to
save it. That bike HAD to be mine.
That was my new goal for the summer: rescue the bike from Stacy. So every night after she went in for <upper, I
snuck into her garage and quietty
wheeled the bike over to my house.

There were big leafy bushes on the side
of my house that was farthest away from
Stacy's house, which I thought was the
perfect hiding place for my new bike. I
carefully stowed the bike in the bushes,
gave it a gentle pat and went inside, confident that Stacy would never find the
bike. But, to my surprise, the next morning there was Stacy wobbling around on
the bike. When she saw me she stuck
out her tongue and tried riding off. I
think she got tired because after about
half a block she came back. I just stood
there the entire time. She dropped the
bike carelessly on the ground and came
over to me.
"Let's play Barbies," she said, and the
whole matter of bike stealing was forgotten.
I still wanted that bike and wasn't
about to give up though, so when Stacy
got called into her house that night for
supper, I repeated my bike theft. I figured that sooner or later she would get
sick of always coming over to get it back
and let me keep it. But she didn't. Every morning when I came outside to play,
there would be the bike parked in front
of Stacy's house. I don't know how she
knew to look in those bushes. I mean,
that was our favorite hiding spot for hide
and seek, but I'd never hidden a bike in
there before. The bike stealing caused
a little bit of strain in our friendship, but
since I was the only other girl in our
neighborhood under the age of twelve,
Stacy had to just accept my stealing her
bike every night and having to come over
every morning to take it back.
I had daydreams of painting the bike
blue and riding it all over town. Stacy
would never have a clue that it was her
bike then. I was beginning to realize that
stealing the bike from her every day probably wasn't the best plan. Even though I
had the bike for short times, I could never
ride it because if I did Stacy would see
me and take the bike back. So the only
thing I could do for now was to hide it in
the bushes every night and start saving
up my money for some paint, which I realized would take awhile since I only got
fifty cents in allowance every week.
Maybe I would have to make do with the
brown paint in thegarage,leftoverfrom
painting the trim on the house.

I never thought that I would get in
trouble, though. But I did. Stacy's mom
had a "talk" with my mom, and when
my mom found out, boy was she mad.
She cornered me when I came inside for
lunch and sat me down at the table. As I
sat <lumped at the table, she began to
rant and rave.
'" don't understand why you have to
take Stacy's bike, when you have a perfectly good bike of your own."
"Mom, my bike is terrible. Stacy's too
fat for her bike, it's perfect for me. I
want it!"
"I don't care, that's not the point.
The point is that the bike isn't yours, and
you should not be stealing it every night
and hiding it in the bushes. I don't want
you to take that bike ever again, do you
hear me? If I ever see that bike hidden
in the bushes again, you will have to stay
inside for the rest of the summer and
help me with the housework!"
I cringed and slumped lower in my
chair. Mom looked like a tomato with
hair when she got mad. How does she
get her face to turn red like that? Maybe
it was better I didn't tell her that Stacy's
bike was meant for me.
"All right, I promise, I won't take the
bike anymore ."

Even if it is supposed to be mine, I
thought, but didn't dare to say it out loud
with Mom looking like that.
Well, that ended my bike borrowing.
As much as I thought Stacy's bike was
made for me and as much as I longed to
own it and ride it whenever I wanted,
there was NO WAY I was staying inside
for the rest of the summer doing chores
for mymom! So I quit borrowing the bike,
and resigned to just riding around on my
old junker that my parents called a bike.
I still wished I could have that bike
though, and every time I watched Stacy
unsteadily pedaling her bike around, I
swear I heard the bike calling out to me
to save it. But I could only dream, and
secretly plot new ways to rescue the bike
and ride off in the sunset with it. Maybe
someday anyway.

Davee Hubers
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The Courthouse
"Mama, don't go so fast!" said a little boy as his mother pulled him
down the main street of the small midwestern town.
Mama didn't answer. Instead, she checked her watch, and quickened
her pace. They passed a lady walking her dog. She looked at them and
frowned.
"Do we have to go so fast? My feet hurt, and I'm hungry!"
"l'm sorry. Honey, but we have to make this appointment on time.
Okay 1" Mama tugged at her wool skirt, which reached just above her
knees. The child wondered for the fifth time that morning why Mama was
wearing wool in summer. There had been a change in the way she dressed
lately-her
behavior was different. too. She hadn't gone out at night all
week, and he never saw her in those black dresses anymore. Or the red
ones. I wonder where those went to?
Mother and son stopped outside a large, red brick building. Mama
glanced back towards home, straightened her shoulders, and marched up
the steps. A man in a brown suit waited just inside the massive wooden
doors. He smiled at the little boy before nodding curtly at his mother.
"You've got mustard on your tie," the little boy observed.
The man gave a start, and reached for his hankerchiet. "Yes, well, 1-
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Mama lifted her chin. "My son and I are here."
The man directed the little boy to a bench that had red polyester.
covered cushions on it, and led his mother away. The two of them disappeared behind a solid oak door. The bold, black letters C.O·U·R·T R·O·O·
M stood out against the frosted glass above the door. He didn't remember ever seeing those words before. He wished he had his Dick and Jane
book with him, just so he could check.
The little boy tried to get comfortable on the bench as he sat back to
wait. He began to swing his legs back and forth, back and forth, kicking
the bar that connected the legs of the bench. After some time, he established a pattern of alternate kicks and blinks-a kick of the leg, a blink of
the eyes, kick, blink, kick, blink, kick, blink. Mama sure has been in that
room awhile. His stomach rumbled, interrupting his pattern. He sighed,
and looked up at the ceiling.
Kick, blink, kick, blink, kick, blink.
He stood up suddenly when the door opened and someone came outbut it wasn't Mama. Muve$ Mama?
The lady who was not Mama looked at him funny as she passed by
the bench he was sitting on. She wore a pretty blue skirt and suit coat
with a white blouse underneath.
I wish Mama had a dress like that. She would look nice. He imagined
the small closet at home overflowing with dresses for Mama, dresses of
all colors. The brighter, the better. None of them would be red or black.
Then when they walked down the street, people might smile at her and
she would be so beautiful with no heavy make-up and---

His stomach rumbled a second time. I wish Mama would hurry:
Kick, blink, kick, blink, kick, blink.
That lady came out again, but this time she left the door open as she
hurried past him and down the stairs, heels clicking as she went. The boy
could see his Mama sitting in a large wooden box next to a big desk,
where an ugly old woman sat wearing clothing like the nuns he had seen
at the supper place. Mama was clutching the hankie he had given her last
Christmas. He had made it out of his old favorite T·shirt--it was too
small for him now. A tall man stood facing her, saying something the boy
couldn't hear. He moved one bench closer.
"Isn't it true, Ms. Stower, that you are an alcoholic and a, shall we
say, lady of the-"
"No! I mean, yes. I mean. I was. But only the first. I neversold myI don't even go out anym-"
"Yes, how convenient. You changed right after your mother-in-law
filed a custody suit against you," the tall man said, gesturing toward a
woman in a chair near the front of the room.

W11y is that man being mean to Mama? U11at$ Grandma doing
here? the little boy wondered, standing and moving into the room.
"Grandma? Did you come for my birthday? I turn six in two days, remember?" The boy's eyebrows knit together, wrinkling his forehead.
His mother and his grandmother stood and began moving toward
him, their mouths moving but no sound coming out. The ugly nun began
pounding on her desk with a wooden hammer, shouting something about
"order."
The lady came back up the stairs and scurried the little boy out of the
room, shutting the door and cutting off his view of Mama, who was
running after him.
"Why is Mama upset? Did I do something wrong? What's Grandma
doing here? I like your dress," the little boy strained to see around the
lady as she led him back to the bench.
"Everything's going to be fine, honey. We'll make sure you're well
taken care of. Just sit here, and soon it will all be over and you'll be in
good hands." The lady turned around and went back into the room.
The little boy sat back to wait.
Kick, blink. kick, blink, kick, blink.
The lady came out of the big room again, hut this time she asked the
little boy if he would come with her for a moment. He shrugged and took
her hand, but stopped when he saw Mama through the open door. She
was still in that big wooden box.
The little boy called out to her. "Mama. are we gonna go home so-

The lady started walking, taking him with her. He tried to look back,
but they were going too fast for him to see anything. She led him to a
small office and sat him down on a chair across from a big desk, then left
the way she came.
The little boy stared at the ceiling again. This one had a big fan
hanging from it.
His stomach rumbled.
Kick, blink, kick, blink, kick, blink.
The lady passed by again and re-entered the room his mother was in.
After a while he heard footsteps outside the door. He peeked out into
She looked at him with that same funny expression on her face. U11ere the hallway and saw Grandma, Mama, and the man in the brown suit
have I seen that look before?
coming toward him. Mama was staring at the floor as she walked. She
The Santa. The Santa handing out dolls and G.I. Joe's at the place
was saying something.
Mama sometimes took him to for supper. He remembered Mama trying
"Just ... minutes alone ... accept this." Speak louder, Mamal
to fix his pants so they reached his ankles instead of ending just above his
As they neared the door, the little boy hopped back in the chair and
socks. She had said the dust in the air was making her eyes water, but he
folded his hands in his lap.
thought that she had been sad, not a-llergic again.
Mama came in alone. "Hello, Angel," she said, kneeling in front of
"Why does he look at us that way, Mama?"
his chair and looking up at him.
p. It was a P word. Whatever answer Mama gave for the funny look,
"Mama, your eyes are puffy."
it was a short word that began with a P. He didn't think it had been in his
Mama smiled. "That's my solemn little observer." She lowered her
Dick and Jane book, or he would have remembered the word. What dress
head. "Listen-"
had Mama been wearing that day? Oh, yeah. She always wore the wool
"Grandma's here to take me away, isn't she?"
skirt when they went to that place.
Mama's head snapped up, and her eyes searched his face. She low-
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ered her head again. Her voice was barely a whisper. "res."
"I like it when you don't wear a lot of make-up."
Mama's shoulders began shaking, then stilled. She looked up at him,
and the little boy reached forward and wiped a tear off her cheek. Mama
dosed her eyes.
"I love you, Angel," she said. She kissed his fingers, then stood quickly
and opened the door.
The little boy walked out into the hallway, and Grandma reached out
a hand to him. "Hello, Dear. You're going to come stay with me for a
while, okay?"
The boy glanced up at Mama, then took her hand. Grandma began
walking away, taking him with her. He looked back, and Mama blew him
a kiss. Her hand was shaking.
"Grandma, is Mama going to get better?"
"I hope so, dear."
"I hid all the vod--vad--"
"Vodka?"
"-vod-ka bottles in my closet." Grandma squeezed his hand.
They walked down the hall, past the bench with the red polyester
cushions. and out the door into the sunshine. The little boy blinked. They
walked over to a small blue car. Grandma let him sit in the front seat, and
the little boy's legs automatically began to kick back and forth, back and
forth. Grandma handed him the teddy bear he always liked to play with
at her house.
They rode in silence, passing several people on the sidewalks. They
smiled and waved. None of them frowned.
The little boy's stomach rumbled. "Lunch will be soon, dear."
He hugged the teddy bear, and sighed.
Kick, blink, kick, blink, kick, blink.
Goodbye, Mama.

Becky Sheridan

Faded Slary
Money to make
Days too full
Religionto fake
For a 60dly pull
Just let me be
Errands to run
No time you see
I sleep for fun
Investment returns
Tella new story
No more burns
Dr faded glory
Colin Doughan

Last Look
The excitement increased along with the temperature
in the single room of the little schoolhouse as the after"
noon progressed. The boys constantly shifted on the hard
wooden benches of their desks, squirming with the slow
passage of time. The girls whispered to each other or
stared out the window at the swaying branches of the
trees, wishing they could be outside with the refreshing
breeze. The air in the single room was thick with humid ..
ity and anticipation. The students constantly glanced at
the clock, anxiously awaiting the moment when the teacher
would stop half..heartedly trying to make them listen to
her. Today was the last day of school before summer,
and the afternoon was dragging on for as long as it possi ..
bly could. Finally, the teacher gave up and told everyone
to clear out their desks. The boys and girls threw open
their desks with loud cheers and grabbed anything of
value. Pencils and notes became lost in the shuffle; they
dropped to the floor, but the noises could not be heard
above the children's excited chaHer. They raced for the
door and rejoiced in their release from the stuffy schoolhouse and the end of another year of wearisome learn ..
ing. All of the students ran for home or huddled in the
schoolyard to discuss their plans for the summer.
All except for one girl. She barely noticed everyone
had left as she sat alone at her desk. This last day of
school had passed too quickly for her. This had been her
final day in the little schoolhouse; her family was moving
away during the summer. She didn't want to leave the
schoolhouse, so she sat silently at her desk, taking pic..
tures of the room with her mind. There was the faded,
taHered flag that hung on the front wall of rough, weath ..
ered boards. Behind the teacher's desk stood the dusty
blackboard where she had struggled over math problems
for so many years. The ancient pictures of stern presi ..
dents faced each other on opposite sides of the building.
With one finger, she traced the initials that she and her
best friend had carved into her desk. She looked at every
corner, every wall, every desk, trying to imprint each de ..
tail in her memory.
Suddenly her brothers raced up the steps, calling for
her. Hurry up! We need to get home! Awakened from her
melancholy, she quietly opened her desk and removed her
treasures from within. With her papers, pencils, drawings,
and lunch pail in hand, she slowly treaded the path that
she had covered so many times. She sighed as she stopped
in the doorway and turned to take one final glance at the
cherished room. The older boy took off as soon as she
came out, but the younger boy, seeing the look on his older
sister's face, slipped his sticky li"le hand into hers. He
looked up at her with sympathetic eyes, He knew. Together they walked down the worn steps and out of the
schoolyard.

Beth Nikkel
Speotrum
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PEACE
ON EARTH
I am innocently unpacking the nativity
set, and arranging the little figurines. The

sun is shining brightfy through the living
room windows, reRecting off waves of snow.
It is hard ta tell that the Chrishnas tree
lights are even turned on. The shiny
ornaments that mark our birthdates-1978
for me and 1982 for Julie-ore striped in
shadows from the tree lighls shining through
the needles. When I look at a silver ball,
I see my brown eyes looking back at me.
My shoulder-length brown hair looks fine,
but my nose is distorted by the shape of
the ball.
The scent of pine and sugar
cookies percolate the house. The radio is
playing "Still, Still, Still," but it won't be still
For long.

I hear the door slam as Julie comes
inside from watering her rabbits.
She
mutters something about the water freezing so Fast that she has to give them more
every 20 minutes. She kicks off her boots,
throws down her coat, then wanders over
to the living room to see what I am doing.
She puts her hands on her rosy cheeks
and mutters something about the cold. She
watches me for awhile and scowls, crossing her arms, "I don't like this nativity
set-Mary and Joseph don't look Jewish.
It's stupid that people make nativity sets of
their own race." I sigh. I hope she will
start puffing ornaments on the tree instead
of harassing me. "Those angels all look
like young girls.
Do you believe that
angels are girls, laura?"
"'No, I don't think they're girls or boys.
They'r •... well, cnqels.
They have ta look
like something, y'know.
She tight.ns the band in her long,
brown hair as she does periodically. She
starts brushing all the rabbit hair off of
her blue t-shirt, She tries shaking her shirt
and blowing on it. This merely transfers
the rabbit hair from her shirt to her blue
jeans. Finally, she has them clean enough
to suit her.
She looks up 01 me suddenly, green
eyes narrowed. "'What do you think you're
doing?" she said.
"What's the matter? I'm just putting the
Wisemen upl" I say.
It
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'The Wisemen did not come until two
years later!
It took them two years to
reach Jesus, and he certainly was not still
in Bethlehem."
"What are you sugg.sting!" I ask warily.
"Put them back in the box." She stamps
on the ground with her foot, just like she
sees her pet rabbits do.
"let's just say that we didn't put them
up two Christmas' ago, and they have just
now finally arrived." I propose. It had to
do-l'm sure the rest of the family would
be on my side about keeping the Wisemen.
"laura!!!"
"What now?"
lIYou put them on the wrong sidel" she
whines.
"This is the side they go! The shepherds go here and the Wiseman go thereit needs ta look balanced."

"There shouldn't be pigs.
Pigs were
considered unclean." I think about it a little
while, and had ta agree with her. The
pig went back into a big cardboard box
labeled "Christmas Decorations."
"I wonder if Mary really did rid. a
donkey. It doesn't say, y'know."
Actually, I dan" know.
I thought a
donkey was mentioned somewhere. At this
point though, I didn't care if they had
come in a Mercury--the donkey was stoying.
"Julie, go practice your piano piece for
the Christmas program," I order.
I don't
really want to hear the piano, but it is
better than hearing her violin. She fightens the band in her hair again and slumps
towards the piano.
I hear the First Few
notes of "Silent Night."
"laura? How can Franz Gruber call it
a 'silent night' if multitudes of angels were
'That's the West side of the steble!"
singing?" Turning to look at me as I place
"So?"
the last figurine by the un-Jewish Mary
"The Wisemen came From the East."
She emphasized "East," saying it slowly and the two-years-early Wisemen, she says,
"Those aren't swaddling clolhes! Jewish
like a drawn-out note on her out-of-tune
women wrapped their babies in cloths like
violin.
a mummy so they couldn't move and get
"All right. Put them on the East, but
into trouble. That looks like a twentiethwhen Mom says it looks Funny, I'm blamcenhJry shirt and diaper."
ing you." I say. I hope we are off the
"We are not packing the Baby Jesus
subject of Wiseman, but apparently we
back info the box," I growl menacingly.
cren't.
She scowls. Then she walks into the
"There are only three Wisemen. In a
kitchen. I can hear drawers opening and
sermon I heard the pastor said there were
closing, and the sound of scissors. She
probably ihree hundred of them.
Just
returns with a long strip of a thin, old
because there were three gifts doesn't mean
dishtowel.
there were three Wisemen."
"Oh, no you don'tl" I say as I snatch
"True, but this is a symbolic representathe baby and manger.
tion. Do you want to make 297 more
"It has to be right!" she says.
She
figures? I think the living room would be
starts pushing me around.
pretty crowded." I say in my patronizing
"If's a plastic nativity scene. It would
big-sisler-thaf's-in-college-and-you're-not voice.
look dumb ta use cloth." I say.
In an attempt to change the topic, I ask
Somehow in the midst of the pushing,
haw her baby rabbits or. doing.
After
grabbing, and y.lling, the baby slips out
explaining that it is proper to call them
of the mang.r and hils the oak floor of
"kits" and not "baby rabbits," she tells me
that she has decided on some names. "I the living room. Jesus Joy under the Christmas tree-broken.
decided that the gr.y an. will be 'Michal'
We look at each other. Julie starts to
and the black one 'Abishag,'" she decry. "I break something of Mom's every
dares.
I guess they are Bible names, but
Christmas and I never mean to," she says.
I have to make sure. "laura, don't you
I get the superglue.
When we finish,
know who they were?
They were two
the dishtowel swaddling clothes hid. all the
women associated with King David," she
cracks perfectly.
says ..
I wonder what she means by "ossociated".
"Mary and Joseph were both from the
house of David, you know," she adds.
Great.
We are beck to the nativity
scene again.
"The animals," she frowns.
"What's wrong?"

lAURA WHIMR

Amen
Never say amen
To close the book
Implies you're done
But there are chapters
Yet to read and
Phrases yet to write
Your book's not finished
Why should you
Say goodnight
To close the book
Implies you're done

Never say amen

Colin Doulfhan

Blond
Insanity
Angelica sat, deep in thought, on the
cold, hard steps of Monroe High School.
Her short, wavy blond hai; usually 50 perfeet, reserrtlled a tunbleweed 0, the way
t lay n masses of tangles atop her head.
Fngers wth perfectly manicured nails
massaged her scalp i1 a consta1t crcufer motion.
"Uh ... Angelica?"
Head snappng up, Angelica stared almost 0, surprise at the yomg man stando,g above her One hand C8l118 down off
her head to be pressed tightly to her
chest, the other 5011clutched her tangled
her as ~ t were her only rnk left to santy. "GLntherl"
G.nther shifted hs loatered feet slowly,
periodically lfung his right foot to scratch
the back of his left leg, leavo,g a srrudge
of dirt on his khakis. "You... 1 dont have a
lot of time, but ... you said you wanted to
talk?"
"Yeah, urn, yeah, I did. Angelica stood
slowly and brushed maginary dust off her
cheerleado,g m~orm. GLnther looked 50
vulnerable standng there, glancng over
his shoulder toward the people waiting
for him at a nearby tree. "15 that the
Calculus Otb over there?'
"We have a toLmannent today agai1st
Bay V'ew. We need to prepare soon, so
thete ¢ sorta hanging out until wete
done, urn, talkng:' He glanced over his
shoulder agan, runnng his smooth whte
hands through his CU'ly dark hai;

"Oh, you are nat makng this easy!"
Angelica nrned suddenly and began to
run up and down the steps as feet as
she could, creating an even one-twothree-four rhythm on the concrete, blond
raiB nest bouncng as she went.
Gunther stood still for the frat time
Tentatively, he reached up, took off his
gla55es, wiped them carefully on his
sweatar vest, and slid them back on his
face, which was tako,g on a peculiar half
pale/ha~ red hue. He glanced once more
toward the tree. ')lre ... are you ""te all
right?"
Angelica stopped mdstrde, smoothed
her skrt, and carne down the steps to
sta1d before GLnther "You are always
50 concerned
about my well-being,
Gunther Thank you. Im-fne.
I just ... this
is really hard for me. YOlte a really nice
guy, and-I mean, it!; not loceI realy mind
thst-I-I
just dont know ~ I have the
heart ... "
':Angelica, what-what
are you talk,
ing about?' GLnther waved off the Calculus Out!:; signals to hurry t up.
"Look, ti1, Gunther-yotte
cute. And
nice. And smart. And ... nice. I said that
- already, didrit I? 1m messing this up. YotlJ
think III be able to tall a guy 1m not nt8l'
ested-Im the head cheerleader,for Pet:e3
sake-well, 1m sorry, Mom, ~ I cant be

as calm and gracious as you Walt me
be!"

to

Gunther took a step back, his mouth
forming a lopsded ''0:' He cleared his
throat. "Um, Ang'e, maybe- ..
"If you suggest we go i1side and see
the school counselor-"
"No, I wasnt-un,
I was jU5t--<Jkay,
maybe I.....
"1m fine. Really. I can do this. Just
give me a second, okay?" Angelica retr'eved a brush from her shoulder bag
ood began to tame her newly acqured
afro. Gunther reluctantly signaled the
posse at the tree to leave wthout hm,
and begoo to shuffle his feet once more,
his torso rocko,g back and forth n time
wth his feet. He was begmng to remind Angelica of her old boyfrend, the
one who couldrit dance very well. "So:'
she begoo, putting the brush back n her
bag ood foldo,g her hands prmly 0, front
of her Her hal' was no longer a blond
barbed-wre fence, but t was still stickng
out 0, places.
"Okay. GLnther 1m just gong to say
this all at once, so well just get everytho,g out n the open and maybe t wont
hurt 50 bad:
"O-kay .. :
"Dont interrupt; t will make this
harder on both of us. And stand still. YOlte
mako,g me nervous. GLnther. I dont ... 1

dent Ioc. you. I mean, I like you, but I dortt
like you. Know what I mean? Of course
you do. I noticed a couple of months ago
how you always say N n that monotone
voice of yours whenever you pass me n
the halls, how you got bettar at your
trorriJone so yaJ codd maIke second char
and sit next to me in band-"
"What? Ang-"
"--how you got yourself assigned to
a new paper route that went right past
my house and then how you got 50 ernbarressed ood took off when you saw
me pick up the paper 0, my underwear.:'
GLnther didrit look convnced. Now he
was the one scretehnq his head 50 much
that his her was getti1g floofy. Angelica
tried agan. "Come on, Gunth, you hang
out near my locker all of the time and
yotte always talko,g to my best frend"'
Gunther!; hand came down off his
head. "Your locker is right near the chemistry lab, Angelica! Your best frend is my
lab partner!"
"Dotit: interrupt. Anyway, you exhibted all the classic signs of having a crush
on me, but I just didnt have the heart to
tell you I didnt feel the same way about
you. I know, I let t go on too long, and 1m
sorry. I was hopo,g a mracle would happen ood yotlJ find someone bettar to like.
But I finally had to face facts; you werent
gong to get over me wthout me breal<ng your heart. 1m sorry, Gt.nther, but you
needed to knoW.'
With that, Angelica stooped down,
picked up her bag, and walked away, a
distressed but determined expression on
her face.
Gunther stood rooted to the spot.
Slowly, he reached '-", scratched his head,
attarnpted to smooth down his hai; and
watched her walk away. A piece of her
hair was stickng straight out past her
right e8l; and she was rurrmaging in her
bag for something. She almost ran into a
parked car since she wasnt paying alT
tention to where she was gong. GlJ1th~r
scratched his head one more time, shook
t as ~ to clear t, and began to walk the
same direction the Calculus Club had
headed in.
"Wow,' he muttered, glancng back at
Angelicffi departing form. His lips curled
i1to a ha~ sm~e. "Shffi realy crWJ about
me:' He shook his head agan, and checked
his pocket protector for leaks.
"Too bad I dont feel the same way
about her.'
Becky Sheridan
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SHE'S COME
UNDONE
"What happens when you take a lot of these?" my
sister asked half-laughing.
I could only see a part of her
She was in the bathroom waving a bottle of aspirin.
"What did you do?" her best friend demanded
and
shut the door in my face.
This was more than my eleven-year-old
mind could
handle. "What happens when you take a lot of these?"
The words rolled around in my mind llke marbles, clicking and clacking against each other What happens? You
die, that's what happens.
"Mom, Melinda just took a bunch of pills," I stammered over the phone.
I remember
seeing her lying on my parents' bed or
her bed-I can't remember.
But she was lying there in
her long navy coat with the Stars and Stripes scarf, just
lying there with her feet hanging off the bed, hands resting on her stomach. I had never seen my older sister
like that before, completely hopeless. Ihad never been
so confused and bewildered
in my entire life.
Iremember trying to understand why my sister would
do such a thing to herself She had everything going for
her. During her senior year, she was a cheerleader and
flag captain. She had good grades, many friends, a
boyfriend, and a little sister who hung on her every word.
She was funny, outgoing, pretty and popular. I wanted
to be just like her. But unfortunately,
my siSter tumbled
from her pedestal and came crashing into reality with a
horrifying thud.
The rest is a dull blur

She was sitting up in her hospital bed surrounded
by billions of flowers and plants. She looked pale and
weak-and
defensive.
I sat quietly on the windowsill.
I
didn't want to talk to her. I didn't like her much anymore. She was screwing everything
up, and I had to
deal with it while she was being waited on and tiptoed
around.
No one talked about the matter. A few casual jokes
were offered to lighten the mood, but everybody avoided
the subject. More tiptoeing. I just wanted to go home.
She was diagnosed as manic-depressive,
which runs
in our family. She was the lucky one from our generation. She also admlrrted that she took the pills to get
attention, but she wasn't aware that her little stunt would
earn her a stay at a local mental hospital. All that for a
little attention. Well, she got it. I didn't.
we had to visit her while she stayed at the facility. I
didn't want to. It smelled funny there. Counseling sessions were suggested for the family while she was there.
Family counseling, consisting of Melinda, my mom, and
my dad. They forgot about my younger brother and me
... again. My mom and dad had to miss my first band
concert because of her counseling. Any sympathy I may
have had for her at that point vanished.
I did happen to get my own private counseling
session with the elementary guidance counselor She pulled
me into her office, which was really a glorified closet. "I
heard about your sister."
"Yeah?~I murmured.
"How are you doing?"
"Fine. "
"Is there anything you want to talk abouf?"
"Not really. "
"Okay .. .if you do want to talk, just come right here

to me.:
I went to the basketball game that nlght. My sister
had gone to the game to cheer despite her condition. I
went to the game to save her, my chance to do something for the person I so looked up to. But she wasn't
there. She was getting her stomach pumped at the demand of her boyfriend and her best friend-the one who
slammed the door in my face.
My dad never drives under 75 miles per hour, in town
or out of town. That night as he drove me home from
the game, the speedometer
never went above 15 miles
per hour After we arrived home, he sank down onto
the couch where he stayed for two days.
If I had known that for the past several months things
between my sister and my parents were getting progressively
worse, perhaps I would have been more
sympathetic
to the situation. If I had known that Melinda
was in constant
battle against our folks, maybe
1
wouldn't
have been so confused. If I had known that
Mom and Dad disapproved of her behavior and her boyfriend, I probably wouldn't
have felt so left out. But I
didn't, and I felt very alone. No one told me anything.
They shut me out untll they finally wouldn't any longer.
My family's problems were staring us right in the face
whether anyone wanted to tell me or not.
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"Okay."
I never did.
Ihe problem.

I didn't

need to; I wasn't

the one with

Slowly, my sister began to reveal her flaws. She didn't
have it all together as she had let everyone think. She
was struggling with my parents and trying to balance
all the things she deemed important in her life. All this
she bottled up inside until she collapsed under the pressure. She wasn't as perfect as I had made her out to
be.
But then something happened that gradually changed
my marred opinion of my sister. I went to visit her sometime during her first year in college, while I was in sixth
grade. My younger brother and I went to visit my siSter
who was living with my gradrnparents
at the time. She
was happy to see us. we took a road-trip to the omaha
Zoo. We talked about important
things like my latest
love interest and our favorite songs.
She even let me
steer her car. She treated me as an equal for the first
time. I felt important,
like I mattered to her. I was no
longer the annoying tag-along that hovered around the
outer edges of her important life.

There is no mistaking the fact that we are sisters now.
we speak alike and have the same mannerisms. We
think the same things at the same time. This is due in
part to a common gene pool, but it mostly comes from
years of practice. We've spent a lot of time together,
time that we missed out on when we were younger.
She has come so far in the past few years, and I am
proud of the progress she has made and the direction
our relationship has taken. Often, I'm accused of being
just like my sister. I take that as a compliment.

Amanda Magnuson

Maybe Horseradish
It was hard to go to sleep. Especially when you didn't
want to go to sleep but your mom told you that if you
couldn't sleep you had to just liethere until you fell asleep.
So you would lie there. Then you'd lie there some more.
And you'd still be lying there as your mind grew fuzzy
and you waited to be asleep. You would hear a voice
talking to you. It would sound like a g'irl about your age.
From her voice you could tell she was probably about
your height, your weight and she probably looked a lot
like you with your hair color, and all your freckles. The
voice would try to get you to climb out of bed and play
Monopoly. And you'd want to. Even though she was just
a voice in your head and not a person and could not actually play Monopolywith you,you wouldreally want to climb
out of bed and set up Monopolyanyway.
But then you would remember that your mom was in
the I ivingroom just down the hall and to your right. And
your mother wouldhave a very good sense of hearing. If
you made noise, she would come in your room and would
probably be mad. So you'd tell the voice to go to sleep.
The voice would refuse but you would be persistent (although you didn't really want her to sleep because if she
did there would be nobody to talk to you while you tried
to get to sleep.) And then you would ask her for her
name and she would pause before saying it was Maybe
Horseradish. You would wonder who her parents were,
that they would name her something weird like Maybe,
but she wouldn't know her name was not normal so you
wouldn't bring it up.
Maybe Horseradish wouldwhisper your name over and
over. She would start to get louder and louder until she
wa~ screaming inside your head. You would cover your
ecrs with your hands and try to tune her out because
the screaming was so loud, but then she would whisper
your name and that was even worse. When you tried to
ignore the whispers you would wonder if you were missing an important secret.
Like in kindergarten when you wouldwatch movies on
the wall and over the squeaks from the projector you
would hear the teacher talking to the aide and it would
sound like they were saying your name all of the time.

Youwould listen hard to find out if they were talking
about you and then before you knew it the strip of film
on the reel would be slapping the projector. The movie
would be over and you were so intent on listening to the
whispers that you missed the entire show. Maybe'Swhispers were like that.
And you couldn't sleep and you couldn't sleep. So finally, after trying for so long, you would decide to yell
for your mom. But just as you were about to say" Mom,"
you would hear your mom's voice. She's would be talking
a lot and you wouldn't know who she was talking to. As
you listened, you would realize she must be talking to
Grandma. You would wonder if Mom wanted to talk to
her without your getting in the way so she hid Grandma
in the closet while she put you to bed and then brought
her out after you were supposed to be asleep. Youwould
listen really close for Grandma's end of the conversation
and not hear it. Then you'd finally hear Momhang up the
phone and you would realize Grandma had been on the
other end of the phone talking from her house in Sioux
City and had never been in the closet after all.
So you wouldyell for Mom. Only you hadn't talked out
loud for a while so your "Mom"would come out in a low
warbled whisper. Youwouldtry again, each time getting
louder and louder like Maybe had earlier.
When you
finally said" Mom"loudenough for Momto hear, she would
come in your room and be surprised that you were still
awake. You would tell her that you could not sleep and
you had been trying so hard. She would tell you that if
you still couldn't sleep after fifteen minutes, to let her
know.
Those fifteen minutes wouldgo so slow. Youwouldn't
know how long fifteen minutes really was, so you would
count to fifteen about fifteen times and figure that was
good enough. Youwould go out to the living room, passing the closet door in the hall and looking at it suspiciously, your eyes squinting at the bright lights from the
kitchen and the flashing blue light of the TV. Momwould
give you what she called a sleeping pill and what you knew
waS a hug. You would swallow the pill with a glass of
lukewarm kitchen sink water and then pad back to your
dark, sleepy room wearing your favorite red reindeer
flannel pajamas with feet that made a clicking noise on
the linoleumfloor. Your momwould follow you back into
your room. Youwouldclimb into bed and your momwould
tuck you in like she always did. She would kiss you on the
cheek and tell you to go to sleep. Then she would qUietly
leave, pulling the door almost all of the way shut. A ribbon of light would sneak in your room but it looked
friendly, so you wouldn't mind.
Before falling asleep, Maybe would come out onto a
stage in your mind and introduce whatever dream she
wanted you to have. Youwouldfall promptly to sleep and
dream about whatever she had told you to dream about.
Years later Maybe would laugh at you as your mom told
you that the magic sleeping pill that always made you
tired enough to sleep waS really just half of a vitamin
given out of desperation. Years after that you would
laugh at Maybe as she just up and disappeared when you
revoked her existence by telling her that she wasn't real.
Sara Lamb
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My father's people are farmers. No one
in his immediate family still farms, and only a
handful of his extended family still works the
land. Nevertheless, his people are farmers;
the land flows in their veins. The land
names its price in the wrinkles on their faces,
in the calluses on their hands, and in the faroff gaze of their eyes.
They have surrendered their land to
"progress," to a wend in which large,
impersonal, industrial farms are slowly
suffocating small farmers with roots
stretching back for generations. The new
farmers are not true farmers; the land will
never thicken their blood nor write ancient
messages on their bodies. The land knows
better than to trust those who are not willing
to love it.
My father's people are different, willing to
love the land despite its fickleness. They will
never iose the land, even though the land
has-at least temporarily-lost them.
I close my eyes and imagine my father in
his youth. Outwardly, he wears glasses and
a somewhat studious air, yet he will always
remain something of a farm boy inside. He
has inhaled the land, and it will forever call to
him from within. Today, a graying towndweller, my father spends most of the
summer outside tending his garden. He
entrusts seeds to a patch of earth and
patiently waits for them to find the sun and
air above the soil. My mother says it keeps
him out of mischief, even though he is neany
always iate for supper, having lost himself
somewhere in the wind.
I see myself as a little girl, playing hideand-seek in the old wooden farmhouse that
witnessed the end of my father's youth.
Each creak of a floorboard groans an old
secret. The somewhat leaky windows let
sunlight reveal what it may. Long shadows
cast themselves recklessly in comers,
inadvertently revealing the best hiding
places.
I breathlessly creep into the deep
recesses of a mysterious closet and crouch
low and quiet in its darkest comer. I sigh
softly, echoing the wind's etemallament, and
wait to be found.
second place, non-fiction:

Sara Yoder
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Admit One
Admit one. Thats what those bold, black
letters on that little green stub of paper in
his hand told him. Why did the movie theater have to be so crude about announcing
that he was by himself? It was like a slap in
the face-sone, uno, singular, solitary, just
one! They were mocking him, and tonight
he found this singling-out particularly insulting. I should quft coming here, he thought.
I should quft giving them the satisfaction of
taking my hard-eamed money They don't
deserve ft.
Nevertheless, he had purchased many
of these offensive tickets in the past. and
he would probably buy more in the future.
However, he seriously thought about asking the girl behind the ticket window, who
kept snapping her gum and twirling her hair
around her finger, why those tickets had to
proclaim his singular status. She would
probably give him an annoyed stare and say,
"All the tickets say that. It's not personal."
But it was, and it stung.
He decided asking the question wasn't
worth the effort. He moved on down the
dim hallway to the last dingy theater. The
lights inside had not been turned down yet,
and he could see the other people scattered
around the rectangular room. All couples
or groups, he noticed. He chose a seat next
to the left wall, close to the middle of the
room. He thought he could feel the eyes of
the people behind him, staring at him and
the empty seat at his side. He imagined
those looks of pity. Don't feel sony for me,
he wanted to shout. Pity yourselves. You
could lose that person you are sifting there
so comforfabiy wfth. That's the hardest parfthe losing. You become so accustomed to
being a two that becoming a one is like tearing a treasure map in half-each parf is
worfhless wfthout the other. I used to be a
two, he brooded.
He wanted to tell this to all of them, but
the lights went out, and the twos stopped
talking and settled in to watch the film. He
couldn't even remember what movie he had
come to see. On the screen, a slim teenage girl, with a look of innocent fear on her
face, was walking along a dark road. /s that
what happened to you, Trisha?
Where you driving along, coming home
to me, when the tire went Boom, thud, thud,

thud ... thud ... thud ... thud. Did you get
out and look at the tire? Did you kick ft a
few times and curse ft for blowing in the
middle of nowhere? Did you look in the trunk
for the spare? It wasnY there; I donY remember why we took ft out or where we put
ft. There was a house a half a mile away
Did you starf walking toward it?
He looked back up at the screen. The
gin was suddenly illuminated by a pair of
lights from behind. A car raced toward her,
and she turned around just in time to get
out of the way. The mysterious driver
slammed on the brakes in front of her. The
action paused as the gin watched the car,
waiting for something to take place. Then
what happened, Trisha? Did some crazed
maniac drive up behind you and snatch you
into his car? Did the man in that far.mhouse
do something to you? He swears to the
police that he never saw you that night. But
what happened, Trisha? If someone hurf
you, 1'/1kill them, just like they killed our twoness. Ripped in half, so all we have is one
parf apiece, and neither parf will be able to
find another parf that can make up for what
was lost. I have searched for you. Don't
think I've given up, 1'/1 never stop looking.
But there are no ciues in the car you left
behind, and I thought you would have come
back to me by now if you could.
He looked up at the movie screen. The
girl from the road was now at a party with
her friends. She was laughing and talking
with the young man she shared a loveseat
with. It's not fair, he thought. That girl made
it off that lonely road. She is at a parfy, enjoying life. The driver of that car wasn't an
enemy Someone mapped out her path so
she could get to where she was supposed
to go. But you never got to where you
wanted to go, and I cent make it there either, wfthout you.
SUddenly, he realized that he did not
want to be here, watching this lie. He got
up, turned the corner out of the theater, and
headed for the door. Before he reached it,
though, the man behind the candy counter
called out to him.
"Sir, are you all right? The movie isn't
finished yet." He turned to face the man
behind the popcorn and chocolate bars.
"That: he said, pointing a shaky finger
in the movie's direction, "is not the truth.
That's not how it works."
The man looked at him strangely, and
said, "Of course not, sir. It's only a movie."

Stupid, he ltlought.

He gave ltle candy man

a long, cold stare and pushed his way out
the door to face ltle cold alone.
honorable

menOon, ficOon:
Jennifer

Baack

Silent
Conversations

ready? Time flies."
"It's weird to think about.
They were
married almost ten years by the time they
were my age," Sara said. "I can't imagine being tied down for so long."
"I guess when you're in love it doesn't really feel like you're trapped. Something you
don't know much about," Lynn said. "Mom
and Dad enjoy being together.
1 only hope
that thirty years from now Scott and 1can be

as happy."

"That'll be peachy. Once again, your life
is perfect," Sara said.
Cornfields upon cornfields flashed by the
windows.
The cornstalks
swayed in the
breeze. That chill was in the air, that crisp"You should have bought them someness. Sara and Lynn were silent, both of them
thing, n she said. The scowl on her face rehaving conversations
with themselves about
vealed complete disapproval,
but she kept
the other.
both eyes on the road and both hands on the
Around nine o'clock Sara took over the
wheel,
wheel, but neither remembered speaking to
"Relax, will you? They'll be happy to see
the other about it. Lynn dozed off for the last
me with or without a gift. Besides, can't I couple hours of the drive, while the headlights
just put my name on yours?"
of the oncoming cars zoomed by one after the
The silent response spoke volumes, and
other.
Sara made another quick stop for a
Sara didn't ask again. Lynn's eyes focused narMountain Dew, grabbing one for Lynn, too,
rowly ahead and her knuckles whitened as she
in case she woke up. She slid back into the
clutched the steering wheel tighter. Her mind
driver's seat and started the car. Pulling out
jumped back more than ten years, and those
of the sta tlon, she opened the green can. Lynn
same words of Sara echoed back to her, "Can't
stirred a little and flopped her head over to
Ijust put my name on yours?"
. the other side. Sara set her cruise and then
"No, you can't. I put a lot of time into
looked at the familiar stranger sleeping next
this, and it's mine," Lynn had said many times
to her. She had always been beautiful. In high
back then. But now she communicated
in sischool it never really bothered her, but now,
lence. That was the way it usually was benow she could feel time slipping away. She
tween them. It hadn't always been that way.
was alone. Thirty years. Sara sat in the siThey had laughed together many times growlence. She thought about turning the radio
ing up, but as they got older the laughter
on, but the silence was comforting for the first
turned to yelling and now the yelling to sitime all night.
lence.
They pulled in to a gas station about halfBeth Nikkel
way across Iowa in one of those towns that
only has one gas station, six churches, and a
little cafe. Both stiffly got out of the car and
stretched.
Everyone else at the gas station
stared at them as if they were from a foreign
land, and they were. They both returned to
the car a few minutes later with a can of
Mountain Dew and a Snickers.
Icanl do it. I cent. There's no way Ican go
"Still your favorite too?" Lynn asked.
in there. Everyone will be staring at me. llooked
"Scott is always amazed at how many Mounat myself in the mirror and groaned. My blue eyes
tain Dews I can drink in a day."
looked back at me wide with terror. I swallowed
"Yeah, old habits die hard. It reminds me
and tried to smooth down my cuny, somewhat unof high school," Sara said. "I think r survived
ruiy blonde hair. My cheeks were flushed with
on chocolate and soda then."
nervousness. I turned on the faucet in the sink
"Didn't we all?"
"Those of us who stayed up past ten
and splashed some water on them. There, that
o'clock anyway."
should cool them down. I ripped off a paper towel
"What is that supposed to mean?" Lynn
from the dispenser and wiped the water off my
said. "I had just as good a time in high school
cheeks. The rough brown paper fe~ good against
as you did."
my smooth cheek. I scrubbed my cheeks dry,
"Vh-huh. I bet you did. You don't know
glad that I could do something. I looked back into
half the things that I did in high school. You
the mirror. Oh no! I thought desperately, now my
were too wrapped up in trying to make people
cheeks were redder than before. I started breathlike you." Sara guzzled her Mountain Dew
Ing heavier. Was I going to hypeNentiiate?
I'd
and turned to look out the window.
never done that before. What really happens when
Lynn fought the urge to respond to that.
They had been down that road too many
you hypeNentiiate?
Would I fall down? Gosh, I
times, and she was not going to play that
don't want to do that. Suppose Ihit my head and
game with Sara tonight.
"Can you believe
bleed all over the floor, that would really mess up
Mom and Dad have been married 30 years al-

Ready?

my hair, and Ibet that'll give me a huge heed-

ache. Hey, I'm breathing normal no.. Wall, what
do ya know, I'm not gonna hypeNentiiate affer all.
llooked down at my hands, they were shaking.
Gosh, I really need to get a manicure or something, my nails look terrible, all jagged and my cuticles really need to be cut. I wonder ff Sandra's
busy on Tuesday, maybe I can go in then. Wait,
I'm not gonna be here on Tuesday, whet am I thinking? I started breathing heavy again. OK, calm
down. Everything's gonna be all right. Ijust need
to calm down. OK, think happy thoughts-calming
thoughts. Butterflies, ffuffyclouds, big white sheep
jumping over fences, ice cream, chocolate, oh
food. Why did Ieat those pancakes and sausage
this moming? What was Ithinking? Icould feel
the food in my stomach, a big hard rock. The
pancakes and seusage all lumped together in a
big ball, all chewed up and ground togelher, my
green stomach acid chuming it up, breaking the
lump up into little chewed up pieces. 'Ahh,' I
groaned. 'Shut up,' I told myself out loud, my
voice echoing off the white cement block walls of
the bathroom. I couid feel the lump start rising,
out of my stomach, until it settled itse~ in the back
of my throat. I swallowed hard, forcing it back to
my stomach again. Why do Ithink about those
things? I am stupid. I looked in the mirror again
and smoothed down my hair. I checked my mascara, and took a lipstick trom my make-up bag on
the counter and looked at it. 'Espresso' it said on
the bottom. Sounds more like coffee than a lipstick, but oh well. I stilled my shaking hands and
carefully applied another coat to my lips, then
rubbed my lips together making the lipstick evenly
applied all over my lips. Is this color too bright? I
hope not. Iwish my cheeks would stop being so
red. Why do they do that? Every time I get nervous, I swear, Idon't know what to do with myself
sometimes.
Suddenly I heard a knock at the door, 'Honey,'
a male voice called, 'are you ready? It's about
time to go.'
Oh my gosh, it can't be time yel. I'm not ready
yet!
'Just a second, Dadl' I said back nelVously,
my voice two octaves higher than it usually was.
I could feel my breakfast lump coming back
up, higher now, into my throat like there was no
stopping it. I forced it back down, and took a deep
breath. This is it, remember I love him and I want
this. I took another look in the mirror and saw a
big smile on the face that looked back at me. I
heard another knock on the door.
'Come on honey, everyone's waiting for us,
can you hear the music? It's already started. You
need to huny.'
I put my ears close to the door and strained to
hear the organ music. Thera, there, I could hear
ft, Canon in D, just like Irequested. It sounds so
beautifui,l csnt believe that it's time, that this day
would ever come. I looked in the mirror one final
time and smoothed down my long, white dress.
This is ft, I'm ready I took a deep breath, and
opened the door.
Davee Hubers
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Shadenfieude
Good to see you again, Bob. How's the
Mrs.? Good, good. Just peachy. I love this
restaurant, don't you? It's just perfect
for-say, you're looking rather pale. Are
you sure everything's all right with your
wife? Heh-heh. Anyway, about my-well
uow. You dowued that wine pretty fast.
Really, are you feeling all right? I have
an idea-before we get down to business
and you tell me why you look like you
swallowed a goat, 111just tell you about
what happened the last time I was here.
It won't take long at all. You know, you
are always on time, Bob, that's one of the
things I like about you. Anyway, the representative Iwas meeting here last Thursday was horribly late, and my attention
began to wander from my Rolex to the
other patrons in the room. Most were
businessmen like us. but there was this
one lady sitting at the table right over
there-well, she looked like she thought
she owned the country-oh you know,
one of those pompous, peacock-featherin-the-hat and fur-coat-even-in-Julytype
women. She started carrying on about
some triviality to the poor waiter, and the
next thing I knew Iwas listening in-vbad
decorum, I know, but! just couldn't help
myself!
"No, no, no, no, no. You must be joking, really. I ordered the caviar. This concoction you've given me is escargot."
No, no, I'm not exaggerating. She
tended to emphasize quite a lot of words.
Distasteful habit, if you ask me. Now
where was I? Oh, yes.
"Honestly, do you people have ears?
Let's try this one more time. Ca-vi-ar.
That's right. Caviar. Do try not to mess
it up this time, would you, Darling?
Good, good. Thank you.
So, Kevin Honey, what was it you were
saying about Intel stocks?"
Oh, I wanted to gag!
"Li.lost some of our money in the
stock market today.
I'm sorry,
Henrietta."
"Oh, darling. Things like this happen.
Don't you let it wony that sweet little
brain of yours. Now, come, how much did
you lose? Twenty thousand? Fifty?"
"Eight hundred thousand dollars."
Poor Kevin!
"Come again, Darling?"
"Eight hundred thousand dollars."
You should have seen the look on that
woman's face! Priceless!
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"Ha-half-"
"Yes Henrietta, half of our assets.
More than half, actually, since you spent
so much on that painting last month."
"That was an original Van Gogh!"
I almost started to like the woman. I
love Van Gogh! Then I just started to resent her because she could afford such a
painting and, well, you know my salarythree hundredthousand a year is hardly
enough to brag about. But then, that's
where you come in. Really, Bob, you
should learu to relax and not fidget so
much. Have you tried aroma therapy? Or
perhaps-you know, I have the perfect solution. Laughter always is the best medicine, and I just happen to have tickets to
that new comedy playing at the Guthrie
next-ohyes, my story. They-are you liking my imitations? Can you just see the
characters? Three years in Harvard theatre. Sometimes I'm sorry I gave it up.
Hmm? Oh! Did it again, didn't I? Now
let's see-oh, yes, they were talking about
cutting back.
"Yes, well, we are going to have to cut
out some luxuries for a while."
"We won't lose the club membership,
will we? Kevin? Or the servants?"
"The club will have to go. We can keep
the butler, but the gardener, the maid,
and the masseuse will have to go as well."
"Juan? I have to give up Juan? But
his hands, his wonderful hands-"
"I know, honey, You will just have to
settle for back rubs from me from now
on.for a while at least. Oh, and no more
traveling all over the country entering Fifi
in competitions."
"You can't actually expect me to give
up putting her in shows. Heaven's sakes,
Kevin, she's a pedigreed! She must be
showu off! Oh, oh I tell you, oh dear-"
The woman was going nuts. Her second chin jiggled as she bobbed her head
up and down, hyperventilating, and her
face began to take on this ghastly pastywhite hue. Oh, I just about died, !tell you!
But then, when this woman was about to
faint and topple head over blue spiked
heels out of her chair, my business associate chose to show up. It was the most
inopportune moment! Simply horrible
timing! The show was just getting good!
He wasted no time and started spouting
the wonders of his great product, the
"Flab-be-Gone 2000," and by the time I
got a chance to look over at the other table
again Henrietta and Kevin had left.
It was most frustrating, I tell you!
Most frustrating, indeed!
So anyway, Bob, what was it we
needed to discuss? Sony I took so much
time on that little story; since you're my
stockbroker I thought you would appre-

ciate it. Really, Bob, what is the matter?
You seem rather uncomfortable. Do you
need another glass of wineBob? Why is yourface so pale? Bob?!
What is it you came here to tell me?
Becky Sheridan

"A magazine Is not a mirror ."
NlkeAd
Glamour Magazine

Imarveled at the statement Ifoundil the magazine so iroricaDynamed Gamour: Gazing at the picture of the weD-defiled, sweaty,intmdatilgwoman

pictured in the ad, Irealized the truth of that statement As Icontinued paging tbrough the rest of the
magazine, I noticed ads for makeup, hair color.
clothes, perfume, shoes, and jewelry-twenty-some
pages. These were not just ads for products. They
were ads for beauty, for transformation. They highlighted women {very few men) that seemed carved
out of some heavenly block of marble, each feature
perfectly painted all These women represented an
ideal standard that few women could ever hope to
attain The rest of the magazine explained how to
achieve this nearly impossible goal of "cover girl
beauty." After the ads, the first "real"article 1 came
upon was entitled "Weight-Loss News," •A magazine
isnot a rmor: No kidding, f\ike. None of the celestial bodies that appeared in Gaf11OU"remotely resembled anything that had ever been reflected in my
mirror.
Ispent ten minutes in front of therreror tbe other
day. Far from adrmng myself. however, I scrutirized
my body from every angle. How wodd [look from
the backz From which angle do Ilook the best? How
should Ihold my shoulders? 1was tryilg tosee myself
as everyone else would see me.1 sucked in, tightened
and srtjled
Iput on one shirt, took it off, and tried another,
frowring with frustration. Iwasn't dressing to please
myself (ifthat were the case, [would have gone out
naT-shit and sweatpantsnwasselectogattre
that
would please others, or at least tum their heads. It's
not vanity; it's seeking approval-a source of reassurance.
Beinga woman, 1have mastered the art of nonchalance.lt is a requirement. Do not gush over compliment -there is a flfle line between gratitude and
vanity. ave some acknowledgment to flattery.
however-there is another fine linebetween lumle
acceptance and cool indifference. Pay no attention

to side-glances; savor them secretly for there is also
a fine ~ne between confidence and arrogance. 'You
don't know how to take a cOfTllliment."You'reright.
Iam tom between seeking approval and acting as ifI
do not need it.
"Beauty is in the eye of the beholder."
Truebeauty is found within"

tifUl, I tell myself. Don't listen to her. She's weak.
She's shy. You don't want people seeing her. They
need to see the reat you. Thefisnny. witty. kind you.
Her eyes mock mine. Her face is drab and her
hair is limp. Her skin has a funny, old-photograph hue. She has defeated me. I slump back
behind her weak self. I hate her.

"Looks aren't everything:

Old Best Friend causes Fatgirl to come out
sometimes. Old Best Friend is not a best friend,
fearofbeingshallow.lf appearance were of no conreally. She is an exctic beauty, with dark, Aracem inpopular cuture, magazines would be filed with
bian hair and eyes. Her skin is creamy and her
lips are full. Boys like to look at Old Best Friend.
women whose bodies had matured beyond seventh
When Old Best Friend enters a room, eyes are
grade. Theirphysiques would be real. not plastic fabdrawn to her. She is tall, and her voice carries
rications of the henan form They might have a hair
to everyone in the room. She talks to all the
out of place and maybe even a zit or two. Rarely
boys, and they talk back. When boys talk to her,
have I seen an average woman in a magazine. If I
they smile and laugh and do funny boy-things
have. they are part of a rriraculous weight-loss story
to show off. When boys talk to me, I think of
or they have had a makeover and the 'before picmy dad on the phone to his mother. Then Fatgirl
teres" are the oriy evidence that these people were
appears. While Old Best Friend flirts, Fatgirl
once, indeed, average. The Nike ad went on to say
stands behind her awkwardly, blatantly aware
that "most magazines are made to seRus fantasy of
of her own body, hair, and make-up. Fatgirl's
body isn't as slender, her hair isn't as shiny, and
what we're supposed to be. They reflect what society deems to be a standard. however UlYealistic her skin isn't as creamy. Sometimes Fatgirl tries
to flirt like Old Best Friend, but it doesn't work.
or unattainable that standard Is." The taut and toned
Fatgirl is a wuss. She always compares herself
wornanglared from undemeath the words in a noble
with everyone.
effort topersuade the readers that she wasjust your
One time, Old Best Friend took Fatgirl dancaverage woman with your average bulging biceps
ing. She let Fatgirl borrow a tight shirt, and she
and size 4 jeans.
_put lots of blush on her drab skin. Fatgirl mimFrom the time we realize the differences beicked Old Best Friend's dance moves, and soon
tween male and female, we are taught as women,
she was talking to a boy. He was not handsome
or dashing, like the real me likes. He had plasnever to be satisfied with ourselves the way we are.
tery hair and he smelled like beer. He said things
We are conditioned to look inthe rrero- aod, out of
that my mother would be scared of, and he
hurniUtyor habit.pick out every flaw and attempt to
talked too close. Even Fatgirl didn't like him.
change each one. We paint, fXi'rp, pluck,blush.brush.
When Fatgirl talked to Old Best Friend in the
curl, conceal, color, and spray in an attempt to crebathroom, Old Best Friend admired her.
ate that fantasy of what we are supposed to be,
"You see?" She said to Fatgirl. who was
that "unattainable standard" Why? Because we
watching her whip the exotic mane around,
have to. We are not the people we want others to
"Boys really like you, they think you're pretty."
see.
Fatgirl smiled her timid smile.
"Really? You think so?"
.Ilmfl"da mag111isolt
"Sure, didn't you see the way he was looking at you?"
"I heard the things he said."
"Well, obviously he likes you, then." Old Best
Friend pursed her lips in the mirror. I tried to
shake Patgirl. to get her out of the way. The real
me knew that Plastery-hair Boy didn't like me.
Fatgirl didn't. I hated her, and I hated Old Best
Friend for making Fatgirl believe her.
We alltry to deny that appearance matters for

Conversations
With Fatgirl

Sometimes there is a different person living
my life. Her name is Pargirl. I hate her. Fatgirl
takes over my life at the times that I most do
not want her to. Shoving the real me aside and
unfurling her nasty selfin front of everyone, she
hisses in my ear when people aren't looking.
"I'm back, Beautiful. Miss me?" The rasping
of her slimy, shy voice echoes in my ear, and I
know it's too late.
"Go awayl" I shout. "I hate you. Leave me
alone. I have enough confidence to make you
leave." And then that moment occurs. We are
locked in a battle, nose-to-nose. Her timid little
face glares sullenly into mine. I stare back with
flashing, starry eyes and glowing skin. I am beau-

Fatgirl appears with Mother sometimes, too.
Mother disappoints me. Mother says things like,
'~re there any cute boys at school?" and "What
kind of people do you hang out with?" Mother
wants me to get married. Fatgirl appears then,
self-conscious
and sad. She has let Mother
down.
'~l kinds of people," she tells Mother.
':Any boys?" Fatgirllooks at Mother. Her eyes
are shining. She is full of excitement, eager to
plan weddings, welcome new son-in-laws, and
spoil grandchildren. Fatgirl begins to cry, which
shocks Mother. I cringe at Mother's surprise.
Doesn't she realize?
"Oh honey, it's okay," She says, still eager. "I
just have a feeling." She has a feeling. "I have a
feeling that it's coming very soon, very soon in-

deed." She's grinning.
Fatgirl attempts her
feeble smile.
"If you say so."
"Sure. Oh, isn't it exciting?" Mother touches
Fatgirl's face and goes downstairs to do laundry. Fatgirl trudges slowly to Mother and Dad's
bedroom, where their high school pictures are
displayed. Mother is beautiful. Beautiful and vibrant, with glossy hair and perfect teeth. She is
tiny. Fatgirl cries on Mother's bed. I hate Fatgirl
for feeling sorry for herself.
The real me loves New Best Friend. New Best
Friend is a refreshing wave of relief after Old
Best Friend. New Best Friend has sparkling eyes,
a big, musical laugh, lots offreckles, and loves
to have fun. She is beautiful. New Best Friend is
like the real me, only skinny. New Best Friend
likes me and says nice things about me. I feel
comfortable and confident being myself with
New Best Friend. I was so angry and horrified
when Fatgirl appeared with her one day.
New Best Friend and Iwere in a store, and
two boys we didn't know started talking to us.
They notice New Best Friend because of her
laugh and freckles. Just be yourself, Itold myself
You can do it; they'll like you for who you are. I felt
cold fingers on my shoulder and a big hip at my
side, forcing me over. It was she. My lip began
to quiver and my eyes narrowed in determination.1 would not let her through The real, beautiful me would overpower. I have enough confidence. I can do it without her. We locked eyes,
and her pitying look made me waver.
"Sorry, Beautiful," she hissed, "It's my turn.
You're not good enough. You never will be. Defeated again, I retreated. Fatgirl stood back silently, the sidekick once again. She looked New
Best Friend over and began comparing. J fought
to get out, kicking and screaming. Her timidity
and low self-esteem held me back. She hated
New Best Friend, with her freckles and musical
laugh. I saw Fatgirl eyeing her. No! You can't.
Please. I was angry at myself for letting Fatgirl
hate New Best Friend.
There was one time when Fatgirl backed
down. We were at it again, nose-to-nose.
Suddenly, I heard a still, small voice beckoning me.
It called to me the Iyricsofa song I knew, as if a
breeze were whispering them:

"You can belong to me.
1'1/ treasure you, cherish you, loveyou completely.
Someday you'll finally see
what a treasure you are in my eyes.
You've never been out of my sight.
I'lf love you for all of your life.
You can belong to me."
Fatgirl disappeared and I was there 'by myself, but not alone. I am loved. Take that, Fatgirl.

Jessica M. Laaveg
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goon-bge 10 :lorig-eillltilt Slree~Hello 211"3nn Surf
"See that lady down there?" Ralph pointed his beefy brown finger toward the window.
'Where?"

"Right there! In the long coat:

"Oh-yeah, what about her?"
"She's a man."
We gazed through the smudged, cracked office window on the
second story of the Fellowship Baptist Church in Coney Island. Our
small gathering had the perfect view of the street comer, 201t1 and
Surf, and every "business transaction" that took place there. The
lady-man made his way down the street past the regulars that made
that corner their place of business. There was the fourteen-year-old
girl who stood right alongside her mother and grandmother soliciting

a "good time" from passing cars. There were the downtrodden homeless humbly asking for a few dollars or some hot coffee. There were
also the dark figures that lurked along the chain-link fence, swiftly
and stealthily exchanging bags of white stuff for wads of money.
The same people every day-walking, shuffling, strutting, shivering. Some of them were nameless wanderers. Others were regular
church attendees. All of them were unaware that they were being
watched.
II
In E.B. White's Good-bye to Forty-eighth Street, he makes an
interesting observation as he stares out his window onto the street
below: "One out of every ten passers-by is familiar to me. a He reflects on his years of quietly observing the "nameless actors" that
have become a part of his life "quite unbeknownst to them." I began
to wonder myself at all the times I have peered out a window and
seen someone pass by whom I had seen wander past so many
times before. That person was probably unaware that I had even
noticed her, let alone become familiar with her routine.
III
My mom used to call her "Bobble-head." I had never before seen
a person with such a distinctive gait. Everyday in the afternoon,

'Bobble-head" galloped past our house
her head swiveling in all directions. Her
that of a dashboard hula girl's wiggling
covered about three yards.
She reminded me of a blonde-haired
would even see her in a different part
always swiveling. "Hey look, there goes
she's doing over here?"

in her tan trench coat with
head movement resembled
hips. Every stride she took
Olive Oyl. Sometimes we
of town, always galloping,
Bobble-head! Wonder what

IV
He always walked around the outskirts of town pushing a shopping cart. I never saw him with a shirt on, only navy blue leisure
shorts and suspenders. His skin was tanned like leather saddle bags
drooping from his arms and face. He had a stick painted flourescent
orange which he used to stab trash left alongside the road. That's all
he would do, pick up garbage and collect cans in his shopping cart.
I saw him everywhere always plodding along slowly, steadily, stabbing the remnants from litterbugs and plunking them in the trashbag
tied around his waist.
V
From the second-story window of the Fellowship Baptist Church,
we wondered at the shuffling figures below. Twentieth and Surf. The
comer was an inner-city soap opera, all the main characters familiar, yet puzzling-heartbreaking.
They wandered by pensively or sauntered back and forth as if they were waiting for something. Waiting
for what? Waiting for a business proposition? Or some spare change?
We watched them wait.
"Hey? See Fred down there by the dumpster?" Ralph asked
nodding toward the window. "Fred got his house bull-dozed today
by the city. Took all his stuff."
'What's he going to do?"
"Don't know. But it's going to be a cold one tonlqht."

The Bread of Lik in Amsterdam
Pigeonspound the pavement

lightning Bug

Bickering over scraps and crusts

Chattering after tourists
Rghling over who eats what.
This woman in the window

She flits from room to room,
Her eyes darting as rapidly
As her subject matter.
I am amazed at her radianceThe sparkling beauty
That shines through her.
Her wings are see-through
As are many of her chaotic emotions.

Bold defiant brave and broken
Ends up with emp~ eyes
As mulliple men tear into her like bread.
Eat anything sold in the meat market
Without raising ouestions of conscience

And what eatswho instead.
I tell you the truth
You are looking for me because

She doesn't always light up
When she rushes Into my room,
But that's what makes her brilliance possible.
Sometimes I try to catch her in a jar
So I can capture her light just for me.
But prisoners often suffocate,
And I realize love is shown best
In the freedom of flight.
CIII'If8 OtIfJIJ
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You ate of the loaves
And hadyour fill.
Imagine a man

Picking up insteadof over
And food enduring to eternity,
Eat of this flesh.
Drink of this blood.
The peopleyou live among will see
How awesomeis the work of the Lord.
honorable mention, poetry:
Sara lamb

Cult of Inspiration

baggage

Speak so sweet
in secret tongues
transcribed in the torah
of my beloved cult

I watched that woman
-kinky blond hair,
taded black jeans,
and dirty patched coattramp around Denver Union Station.
She carried several bags, and lugged
another suitcase on wheels behind
her.
She tassed her head when she passed
by me,
and I glimpsed the black
bulging beneath her lett eye.

lest the elders
predict another
angelictribulation
we"1I bathe amid
florescent deities
inflicting chaos
with cancelled tears
the humble glow
of a strawberry roan
commands me prone
to allow elevation
we soar transparent
haunting hurtful sweethearts
whose piercing pallid eyes
swallowed our fateful expiration.
Jonathan

DohErty

Curious, I tollowed her in.
I watched her retlection
in the dirty mirror,
as we washed our hands at the sinks.
"Damn ski got me," she announced
to the lady next to her.
I didn't believe it.
(I don't think the lady next to her did,
either.)
The blond woman caked on
beige liquid makeup,
tossed her head again, and marched
out,
as if challenging us to dispute what
she said.
The door swung shut behind her, and
I went back into the terminal
to reclaim my seat.

SIIJVIJ
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GOuO! esn t el anyonelall rom HIS an
ut 51,1 .
.
e,s~ laura killed him.
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e sa ';J It'S~ol like I. ale you
ut h coesn I care rig I now
ecause ot laura
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But then I saw that man
-shaggy,
dark mustache,
black leather jacket.
sturdy combat boatsaddress that woman,
demanding his baggage immediately.
I averheard the lady next to me.
"He looks like a rough one," she said.
returning her attention to her battered
Harlequin.
I sat still as that man and woman left
the station, her trailing along behind
him.
and wondered when another ski
would assault her tired gray eyes.

honorable mention, poetry:
Carrie Odell
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The Watermelon Baby
A young woman bolts up straight
in bed. Something is not right. Her
long dark hair flows freely down her
shoulders, like the water that has
just seeped into her sheets. No, it
can't be. Not yet. Her pretty, freckled brow wrinkles in confusion. Her
stomach is being turned inside out,
as if the baby within is doing an
aerobics video. Punch, kick. Punch,
kick. What could she have eaten the
night before to turn her body into
such a bucking machine? Ah, that
was it. Watermelon. What a craving
she had had at the church party!
And she had satisfied the craving,
piece after piece. Now the thought
of sweetly-pink fruit sloshing around
in her stomach makes her even
more nauseated. Must have been
the watermelon. Yet, a sinking feeling lowers itself into the pit of her
stomach as she feels the damp
sheets around her. She shakes the
man slumbering next to her.
"Lee, wake up. Lee. I think ...
my water broke."
"What?" He mumbles and sleeps
on.
"Really, something is wrong. My

"Have you learned breathing
techniques?" She shakes her head.
"And how far along are you?"
"Seven months," she answers,
wondering about the life inside her
that she has been loving and dreaming about.
"Ma'am, we just want you to
know that in some cases of premature births ... " The voices become
muted and she hears only snippets
like "complications,""survival rates,"
and "good care of you." They are
preparing her for the worst. She
closes her eyes and begins to pray.

tor."

Hours later, she and her husband
stand in front of a glass, watching
their red-faced, leathery-skinned
baby girl strapped into an incubator, struggling to breathe. She was
born quickly, in a rush of medical
scrubs, exclamations, and finally
that walling banshee cry. Their
daughter was whisked out of her
arms before the woman had a
chance to touch her, but she knows
that there will be time for that. The
young mother watches her baby
fighting for life. The little limbs flex
and fiail, and her face scrunches up
into a look the mother will come to
know well. The baby is me.
Hello, Mom. Here I am.
So begins our relationship.

"Nah, we can call him in the
morning if something
is really
wrong. Goodnight." Her hands are

me to come in, young lady."

water broke."

"That's ridiculous. You're seven
months pregnant."

"I think we should call the doc-

ice on his shoulder now, causing his

eyes to fly open. As he reaches over
to comfort her, his hand rests on the
sheet beneath them. Their eyes
meet.
"Let me pull some pants on."
This is her first child, and she was
scheduled to go in for her first
Lamaze class that week. She is
frightened. She realizes this fear as
she lies in the ambulance, surrounded by the organized chaos of
medical professionals in a crisis. Inbetween low murmurings with each
other, they turn and fire questions
at her:
"We told your husband to follow
behind us. Are you feeling okay?"
She nods.
"Is this your first child?" She nods
again, tears forming.
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"Go to your room and wait for
I am only four years old, but I
recognize the anger in her voice. I
know what it means: a spanking.
Filled with anxiety, I run to my room
and shut the door. I sit at my little
desk with the chipped white paint
and try to hold in-check the anxiety
knotting in my stomach. Of course,
I shouldn't be so afraid of Mom's
spankings. She spanks not nearly
as hard as Dad, and with littler
hands, too. But I don't want to be
spanked.
I stare in the mirror. Fine blonde
curls bounce above my furrowed
brow as I bite my lip, brainstorming
a way to get out of being punished.
My wide eyes travel over my bedroom at the bunk bed with pink flowered sheets, at the sunny curtains
and the mountain of stuffed animals
in the corner. My eyes come to rest

upon the ugly brown dresser. Aha!
My little legs bound from the desk
and up to stand in front of the
dresser. I slowly roll open the top
drawer, the underwear drawer. With
a sinister grin, I giggle uncontrollably. Jackpot.
Like a colorful fiower garden, the
vast array of underwear greets me
with delight. They were waiting for
me, waiting to save me from danger. I shimmy out of my jean shorts
and begin the adornment. First,
purple. Then red stripes. Then Rainbow Brite. Congratulating myself on
my intelligence, I slide on one pair
of underwear after the next until the
flowerbed is devoid of color and full
of stems. I struggle to button my
bloated jean shorts just as my
mother walks in the room. The corners of her mouth are still tight with
anger, but her eyes have lost their
flash. I think nothing of it as her
eyes dart towards
the open
flowerbed.
She eyes me with
amusement and asks if I am ready
for my punishment. I try to nod
meekly.
Bent over her knee, I feel no pain
as her hand grazes my bottom. I
smile. I have won the first battle of
wits.
I stare at the ugly brown dashboard of our station wagon as the
anxiety knots once again in my
stomach. It is my first day of kindergarten, and I am frightened.
Unlike my usual self, I am not talkative. My mother is talking as she
drives:
"And remember, if you have to
go to the bathroom, just tell Mrs.
Nilson. She'll let you go. Do you remember what your stickers are,
honey? Two red cherries. You're
right by Sarah. She's a frog. Remember?"

I finger my blonde braids and look
over my school outfit: dark jeans
and a red shirt with new tennis
shoes. My new book bag sits tightly
clutched on my lap. All of a sudden,
the fear is uncontrollable. It bursts
out of me in the form of big, fat tears
that drip down my chin and onto my
new shirt.
" ... and I put Kleenexes in the
little pocket ... " She glances over

own laundry. 1 do not want to
at me as she makes a turn. "Oh,
honey, it's okay. It's going to be eat cafeteria food. The knot is unbearable.
okay. You're going to have so much
So just as 1 have done numerous
fun!" She looks at my tears again,
times over the years, 1 slowly raise
and pulls over to the side of the
road. Turning to me, she takes my my hand to my cheek, and touch it
at the part on top, right beside the
hand in hers. 1 look up at her, into
her large eyes that are so similar to thumb.
Hello, Mom. Here 1 am. Your
my own. 1 have noticed that 1 am
not like my mother. She has chestWatermelon Baby, wishing to feel
nut brown hair and freckles, and 1 your touch.
have clear skin and blonde hair. But
first place non-fiction:
our eyes are the same. She is alJessica Laaveg
most crying too, and it scares me.
"Honey, 1 want you to know
something. There is a way for me
to be with you, no matter where you
are." She picks up my hand and
kisses it, on the top right by the
thumb. She takes that hand and
presses it to my cheek. "Whenever
you need me, whenever you're
scared, whenever you need Mom to
They lovedplayingin that little round
be right beside you, 1 will be. Just
sandbox,
but their favorite times were
put your hand to your cheek, and
spentonthe outer edgesof the big black
I'll be kissing you." 1 smile and nod.
tire. The girls called the gamePoopand
The knot has fizzled. Mom tucks a
Pee. They would playonthe swingset or
braid over my shoulder and turns
build sandcastles until their mothers
the station wagon back onto the . went back inside. Then the fun of Poop
road.
and Peecould begin. The object of the
gamewasto walk aroundon the edgeof
1 am eighteen now, and standing
the tire without falling off. If they
outside of my new dorm on a sunny slipped off into the sand.they landedin
August day. We have just moved all the poop.but if it wasin the grass. then
my worldly possessions into a new it wasjust pee. They walked round and
room, and the knot is reappearing.
round, their arms out to their sides for
1 attempt to force it down with my
balance, each of them intermittently
fresh-faced college persona.
falling off the edge into one imagined
"Thanks Mom, Dad. 1 guess I'll
mess or the other. They would holler
and laugh at each other as they fell,
see you later. Have a safe drive
back." 1glance up at my mother. She making sure to declare which mess they
hasn't really changed too much over had fallen in. Then they would continue
walking round and round as if they were
the years. She has to wear reading
glasses now, and sometimes she walkinga tightrope without a safety net.
When their mothers would come out,
confuses my name with the dog's.
they
would suddenlyend the vulgarities
She grasps my hand possessively.
of the game,changing it to what their
Her hands are a piano-players':
mothers hadtold them in a scoldingonce
strong, slender, and skillful, as they

The Outer
Edges

always have been.
"Don't be afraid to call us whenever you want, you know that," she
says. We are both fighting tears
desperately.
"1 know, Mom," 1 whisper back.
As 1 turn, she releases my hand. 1
don't look back as 1 open the door
and take the stairs up to my room.
As 1 watch my family's maroon van
disappear from the parking lot, 1
remember my mother in all her
roles: friend, confidant, comforter,
nurse, accompanist, teacher, chauffeur, cook. 1 do not want to do my

Strength
I pushed into the cold
two months early,
instead of staying
tucked safe inside
'til St. Patrick's Day.
Immediately detached
from my warm jelly sac,
without a mother's touch,
I was placed into
a heated glass box,
My skin was dull
and yellow
and wrinkled
and hairless.
My body was scrawny,
less on the scales
than a standard
bag of white sugar.
My daddy held me
in the palm of his hand.
My newly formed
fingers fought
tenaciously
to grasp his,
so my parents
named me
"Carrie"
. means
'
which
"Strength."
Came Odell

Hayley

Inside of you
Forming embryo
Another being
the girls pretended not to see. Little
The bitler sting of unrequited devotion
girls don't say such wards. It's not la- And external conditional love
dylike. The girls heard the words echo- Fear of birth and pity
ing behind those suspicious glances. That haunting pam of
Hushed giggles erupted from the girls Anticipated cfelivery
as they continued the game.nowcalling Of responsibillY.
the sand'Kool-aid'andthe grass 'water:
(Suddenly my term paper
As soon as their mothers were gone seems insignificant)
was "more appropriate.
The women
would dart suspicious eyes at them, but
II

again,the girls wouldlaughmischievously
and declare that it was Poopand Pee
again.

Carrie Odell

Sometimes the women would

catch them, and then they would have
to stop playing. Sometimesquitting was
more fun than playing Kool-aidand Water anyway.

Beth Nikkel
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Uubba
Date sent:

Iue, 23 Mar 1999

21:16:01-0600
From:
abrOO2@alpha.morningside.edu
(Regnerus Angela B)

To:
amagnuso@esther.nwciowa.edu
Subject:
poo

hall giggling and snickering like the
sophomores we were. Mer entering the
snack room, we bribed the pop machine
with our silver "quachies" (Bubba always
had odd names for things), and it spit
out a can of Dr. Pepper, the Drink of
Champions. I stealthily took a swig and
shoved the can across the table into
Angela's waiting hand. She grinned and
took a drink and passed the can back to
me. We sat back with satisfaction, admiring our new record. We had emptied the can in less than a minute.

Hey you poopy.

Write me or I will kill you.
Angela
9 sat there laughing for ten minutes
after I read the e-mail. Leave it to Angela to write me three lines, one of them
being her name, and have me convulsing in fits of laughter in the computer
lab.
She acquired the nickname Bubba
around the age of three. Each time a
commercial advertising "Hubba Bubba"
bubble gum would appear on TV, Angela would Immediately stop everything
she was doing and engage in a chant:
bubba, bubba, bubba. Her family thought
it appropriate to affectionately call her
Bubba after that. It stuck,
Angela Beth Regnerus-the only girl I
know who can pull off a nickname like
Bubba. She's a unique blend of extremes. She would be comfortable wearing an evening gown in a sandbox. She
can make me laugh until my sides hurt.
It's not everyday I get an e-mail that
begins "Hey you poopy."
Bubba complemented
me well, In
high school, she was my other half, my
"partner in crime." She would casually
walk down the hall and suddenly get an
evil glint in her eye and pull the plug on
the vacuum cleaner that the janitor happened to be using. laughing hysterically,
she would streak into the bathroom with
me stumbling to catch up behind her.
"She's like a negative of you," my
aunt remarked.
"What do you mean?" I asked suspiciously, reacly to defend Bubba.
"You guys are exactly alike, except
she's the dark version and you're the
light version,"
"Did you bring your quachie?" Angela asked me, her brown eyes flashing
with enthusiasm. I held up my shiny silver quarter. We slinked across the study
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"What should I do?" Angela whispered to me, her eyes darting around
the study hall.
"I think you should give Dan a
chance. Danny isn't right for you. Dan is
more your type ... in my opinion," I
advised.
She had been dating Danny, who
wasn't exactly her style, when Dan (yes,
another Dan, the third Dan actually) expressed an interest in her. This was the
Dan she had had a crush on for a year.
Dan won. Danny didn't take it very well.
I was happy, however. Dan would be
good for Angela. He was just what she
was looking for.
~ust what she was looking for.
"Hey, Kelly. I got your voice mall.
What's up? Is everything OK?" I asked,
twirling the phone cord around.
"No, not really. Have you heard anything at all?"
"About what?"
"About
well, obviously
you
haven't. Ah
Dan was-he-um,
he
died last night. "
Forthree years, he was everything she
was looking for. Then one cold winter
night. their relationship was cut short in
a freak farm accident. Her Dan was
gone.
Kelly and I went to Dan's house the
minute we heard Bubba was there. She
was in the midst of a slumped-over,
worn-out group of people when J saw
her. She got up immediately, came to
me with her red swollen face and bloodshot eyes, and gave me a hug, I felt her
body tremble.
"I can't do this," she choked in my

ear.
"Yes, you can," I whispered.
have to."

when she discussed her frustration.
"That was his favorite sweater. Who
cares If It was from Good 'Mil? They want
him to wear this suit that he never even
liked. That's not him," Bubba said. "I told
his mom that it was his favorite sweater,
and she said, 'well, then you can have
it.' I don't want it. He should wear it."
Angela was tom between what Dan's
parents wanted and what she knew Dan
would want. She knew him so well, better than anyone else did. And Angela
thought, she knew, his sweater from
Good 'Mil was what he should be buried In.
Nearly every sentence that day began with "You know, Dan used to ... "
or "Yeah, that's like when Dan ... " and
ended with a mixture of laughter and
tears. She would half smile remembering their years together. She got several
phone calls asking how she was.
"Hello? ... Oh, I'm fine. You?" she
would ask.
I recall sitting there marveling at her
selflessness. "I'm fine. Your Even in
her suffering, she was more concerned
for others than for herself. She was so
strong. She was amazing.
"His mom is not doing so well. She
just sits and cries and throws up," Bubba
said sadly. "I wish she would try to remember the good things about him.
That's what I'm trying to do. He was so
good, y'know?"

We waited for an hour in line at the
visitation. It seemed that the whole town
was there. I watched Angela, how she
held herself, her expressions. She looked
tired, yet she met everyone's eyes and
managed a grateful smile. I peeked
through the doorway at her, and she
caught my glance. I tried to reassure her
with a half-hearted smile. Her eyes lit
up with relief. Then she turned to greet
the next person.
The line wrapped around the room
past the casket. He was wearing the nice
suit his parents had picked out for him.
It was my turn to give my words of condolence and encouragement.
But J
couldn't. I just wrapped my arms around
her and broke down. We sobbed on each
other's shoulder.
"It will be okay," she stuttered.
Amanda /H'agnuson

"You

'the day after the accident, Angela.
still in her bathrobe, grew teary-eyed
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The Right Note
The

EIclacked, squeaked, groaned like an

old man getting out of bed. The M line train
rurrlJled into the station. Mark Wilson listened for
a moment to the rattle after boarding the train
at 45th St.He tumed on hisWalkman, drowning
out the train with the guitar- ffled din of WFKA.
The cormuteto school was only ten minutes, but
Mark dreaded all twenty of them. The alarm
dock woke him with a dull red whine at seven
twenty. He rose, showered. and dressed quickly
in the dingy two-bedroom apartment. Claire (his
mom) had to be to work by eight and was always
gone before Mark woke l.I'. She worked behind
a terminal at City Bank.
The angst--filled band continued to slam and
jam their off- beat song into his ears while the
steady bump and squelch of the train car shifted
him up down left right for the ten minute ride.
Mark closed his eyes to try to ignore everything
but the so-called music. He could COlJ1t the stops
without seeing them and knew when he had to
stand to get off. The station at 121h Ave., dimly
lit and dirty, resonated with the train's arrival.
Mark made his way out of the small crowd and
began to walk the last five blocks to Jefferson
High.

Willow Lake Community on the upper West
Side of Chicago is what you might call a model
community. The sign at the entrance reads "A
community within a suburb. "The houses are replicas of each other with only variations in siding
and black five-inch taUrunbers to separate them
On Maple Ave. just off Willow lane is the
werdeb' home.
'lanet. time to go." Margaret Wendell announced.
"Be right down Mom: janreplied.grabbed her
backpack. checking her face once more in her
vanity mirror and turning off her radio. She
bounded down stairs. Margaret was already in
the family mini-van jan pulled on her polo jacket
and scurried out the door. In the van, she tumed
up the volume on the radio station WKLS, jazz
music, to bearjotn Coltrane. Margaret turned the
defroster on high, and backed out of the driveway. The buzz of theheaterfandrownedoutthe
radio so she turned it up even higher.
"I'dlike to have some hearing left for the rest
of my 6fe.~Margaret said, reaching over to the

radio and turning the volume knob.
"Mom. Ilove Coltrane," Jan said.
"I enjoy his music too, but I like to hear his music not feel it."jan frowned. The traffic isheavy in
the morning and they drove slowly towards
school.

Mark moved quickly into the front doors of
Jefferson. 'They don't call it the windy and cold
city, but they should," Mark mutters. The jre is
small for the metal detector at the front door; he
isearly or late. Unsure of which he asked Gus the
portly graying guard for the time.
"Time someone got himself a watch that
what time it be." Replied Gus. Removing his
Walkman. to place it on the x-ray belt. left. h is
ears naked and cold for the twelve seconds that
it takes for it to pass through the machine. The
gray charcoal foam isstillwarm when he returned
them to his ears.
"Funny Gus, always a kidder." Mark replied.
'Ten to eight: chuckled Gus. Mark smiled and
walked quickly to his class five minutes late.
"Mom, we're late: whined Jan.
"Whining will not get you there any faster."
Replied Margaret. "Just calm down-we will be
there in a moment." Their Blue Nautica edition
mini-van pulled into the front parking lot of
Jefferson High. Releasing her seat belt.lan almost
burst out of the van and into the school

• Crap,"

Mark mumbled as he shuffled to

class. Mark peered through the glass in the door
of room 122 Calculus. Mr. Mitchell has turned to
the board writing today's assignment on the
board. Mark quickly and silently opened the door,
slid in, dosed the door, and moved to his seat in
the second row. The rustle of paper and pencils
copying the assignment cloaked his entrance.
Mark was about to sit down when the door of
the class opened again. he froze, andlan Williams
entered letting the door slam behind her. Mr.
Mitchell turned around. The room froze from
copying the board. The clump of black and gray
hair that had been combed over his balding forehead fell from its assigned position like Ornp o~covered pasta. l-lis well-worn growl leaked out
of the cracks in his mouth as he spit three short
words.

'You two, detention,' The class snickered.
Mark firished sitting down and removed bsbeadphones.jan froze on the way to her front seat.
Her face was cast in a half -confused, half-upset
frown. tv\r. Mitchell spun noiselessly, returning to
the board. Jan proceeded stiffly to her seat still
half-frozen. Mark could not concentrate on the
board. He did not bother to get out a piece of
paper. His rage grew. The rushing blood through
Mark's red glowing ears obscured the droning on
of Mr. Mitchell.

Jan

sat down, blinked her eyes twice, let

the strap of her book bag slide off her shoulder.
and began to breathe again. She thought she
codd convince Mr. Mitchell that she was late because of her mother's inability to drive through
yellow lights, that the traffic was terrible, the
people on bicycles were too slow that car in the
left lane was stalled, and she couldn't be in detention She had no choice but to try to cry for
him after class. She tried to take notes for a few
minutes but doodled on her paper instead of writing anything down. i'v'lr. MtcheU, with two minutes on the dock, turned to the class and asked,
"Any questions?"
"Can 1be Jet out of my detention just this once
if I promise to be early tomorrow." Jan blurted
quickly without raising her hand.
"Ishould get out of detention if either of us
is: Mark grumbled.
1don't want to hear a word out of either of
you or you can both be suspended instead of
serving an hour detention," snapped Mr. Mitchell.
Mark was outraged; his cheeks began to bum.
Jan was stupefied into silence. She had never
had a detention moch less a suspension.jan turned
arce-d towards Mark. "Why ishe doing this?' She
asked almost crying. Mark just stared at her.
What is so bad about coming a minute or two
late to class anywayt said Jan.
lust be qaet," murrbled Mark through pursed
lipS.
'What?"
'Don't you ever know when to be quietr
Mark said.
"Tomorrow we will cover chapter 4," Mr.
Mitchell said. The speaker next to the dock
buzzed signa~ng the end cf class. The students
rushed to leave, grabbing their books and bags.
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"Now I am going to be late for work because
of you getting me a detention" Mark said as he
passed Jan's seat.
Tm sorry that you are going to be late but this
is going to be my first detention. I have no idea
where togo, or what to tell my mom. Crap she is
going to be...she is going to killme:
'1 wish mymom wold kiDme forgetting a little
or detention but she doesn't have the time and
neither do 1.1 have a class to go to.' Mark said.
't-U1?"
'Class. you know, that interruption between
. sleep and work: Mark left jan alone in the classroom Her shoulders sIt.mped and she dragged her
bag and coat to jazz Band. IvY. Doyal greeted her
in the hall with a cheery 'Hello: She flatly grinned
back without responding.
'How are you today.jaretz'
said IvY. Doyal.
'Fine. how are you?" Jan said.
"You don't look so fine:
~Iam just a little tired. Which piece are we
going to play today?"
"I want to work on the Benny Goodman
piece.

"Oh good, Ilove that piece.'
'Well, class starts inone minute so you better
get out your sax." Jan entered room 112. The
brassy din escaped into the haIlway before the
door closes. Jan is was the leading Alto sax of the
fifteen-piece enserrole. She draped her coa t over
the back of her chair, waved hello to her friend
Tanya Verdein, and went to retrieve her sax from
its cubby on the south wall. Mr. Doyal soon
brought the ensemble to order.

MitcheU yelled at our class one time for ....
"Are we ready to start againt Mr. Doyal cut
heroff and gave the two of them a knowing look.
"Yes: jan and Tanya replied.

The

interrupted the last thought of Mrs. Hoffman.
"Tomorrow we will begin with the congress.'
Mark was already out of his seat and making his
way to the door before she stopped speaking.
'Mark can I see yout Mark paused outside the
door while the rest of the class filed out. "Are you
feeling okay today Mark?"
'lrnflne. thanks for asking.n Mark said, turned
and started to walk to the next class.
"Mark, did you get into trouble agars" asked
Mrs. Hoffman. Mark turned back to face her.
"I can't say that I got into trouble, but someone got me into trouble."
'You need to take responsibility for your actions.1 don't want to sound like a broken record,
but it's true.~
this time it really was not my fault."
"And you were not in any way responsible."
"Well, Iwould not have been if someone else
had not drawn attention to it."
"Ufe is like that. so make a little lemonade instead of being in la-la land all during my class,
Okay?"
"Yes, I will try.' Mark said sheepishly.

-So
Meanwhile

in classroom

134, American

Goverrvnent class discovered the amazing balancing act that allows our government to maintain equal power.
"Mark, would you like to explain the differences of the executive and legislative branches
of goverrmene' Mrs. Hoffman asked.
"Not really,n Mark said.
'Then would you please pay attention. Now
the power of the legislative and the executive
MARK:
"Yes the powers are balanced, what else do
you want to know?" Mark grumbled.
'Hold it, hold it. Alrightlan.1 need you to come
in eerier.' Mr. Doyal said.
"Yes, sorry Iwill get it this tere.' Jan replied.
"Melanie can you make you entrance a little
more staccato ..."
'Are you feeling OK today?" Tanya asked.
"Yes, Ihad a rough calc class:
"I know what you are talking about. Mr.
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gray speaker broke in with a dtJl buzz

what happened jncalcz" Tanya asked.

The two friends walked back to their lockers after Jazz band.
~Mr. Mitchell went berserk because 1 was a
little late and then gave me and Mark Wilson a
detention. 1 mean, what is 50 bad about getting
to class a little bit late? Myrnom didn't drive fast
enough. ..•
"Mark Wilson?" Tanya questioned.
'Yes, he was like mad or something, he should
be used to it. He is always in trouble. Like I said,
my mom was driVing SO slowly we got here at ..."
jan reaches into her locker for a book.
"He helped me last year in pre-calc. He was
really rice and is big time smart and not bad cute."
"Yes, if you like to shop atK -mart.," jan replied
'lanl" Tanya stammered.
lie was major rude to me just because he is
going to be late for work, like who cares." Jan
slammed her locker.
Well ,he is still a nice guy if you get to know
him: said Tanya.
'That may be. I'llsee you at lunch.' Jan said.

Mark

sat through English 211 (otherwise

known as Brit. Lit). Mr. Smith, a new teacher to
Jefferson. read from the all too large anthology
of British authors. Mark could care less. He had
readrrost of theanthology inthe first two weeks
of class and was instead concentrating on what
fv\rs. Hoffman had said about accepting responsibmty. 'What did you do in calculus class?" Andy
Morris turned to ask Maik.
'Nothing: Mark said.
•At least detentkJn will be brightened up with
a hattie like Jan in there. I almost wish I had to
spend an hour with her in a room"
'Take my place then. would yall have a job
to be at just then" Mr. Smith continued to drone
on about the importance of Lord someone.
'Don't you think she is good looking?"
'The girl is a srot. that is all that matters."
'At least shecansure play the sax: Andysaid,
turning back towards the front of class.
'Which sax does she play?"
"Alto. Ithink, but she played thisstralt sax at
the last concert that sounded cool.'
"You mean a soprano sax. Man, my band
needs a sax player. Wegota gig down town next
Thursday, but jerry, our sax player, moved to
Michigan last week.'
"Iheard you guys last year and she could blow
the sox of Jerry:
~Ifyou two are finished, I would like to continue with Lord Thiselbottom" Mr. Smith interrupted them.
'Sony. Mr. Smith: said Andy, 'won't happen
again" Mr. Smith began again explaining the interesting history of this Lord someone. Mark
leaned back. covered his ears with his headphones, and turned on his Walkman again.

Jan ate lunch with her friends fromjazz band.
Cindy Parks played clarinet. Tanya Verdein
played alto sax with Jan, and Courtney Edwards
played trumpet. They talked about Mr. Doyal
and the dance next week.

Mark ate u-ch with members of bs band 'The
Blue Mood.'.Richardjones played lead gutar and
was lead vocalist; Dan Frank played bass while
Mark was on drums. The gig downtown next
week was the focus of their conversation. Mark
faintly mentioned that maybe they could ask
someone in thejazzband if they wanted to make
some money, they ccud join them for the gig. It
sounded good to Dan and Richard. Mark was
hoping they would shoot the Idea down.
The final bell of the day buzzed from the
speakers and the haUways rang with voices of

students on their way out into the cool a ftemoon
Jan walked with trepidation toward the office.
Mark shoved his government book into his
bag and headed towards the office. They end up
walking abreast of each other. Jan spoke first. 'lm
sony that you are going to be late for work."
"Thanks:
"Where do you work?"
•At II-IOP."The halls grew quiet as most of the
students have left the school by bus, car or walking. Their footsteps echoed in unison as they
passed through the brick hallway. "Ihear you are
a whiz on the saxophone."
"J am

Quotations

pretty good, why?"

"I don't know. Ijust heard that you were good

that is all."
"Hey aren't you in a band or something?"
"The Blue Mood:
'Waso't lerry Caswell in that too?"
"Yes, how did you know?"
"He was in Jazz band with me last year. Do
you guys have another sax player yet?"
"Not yet. Why, are you interested?"
"Idon't know." They arrive at the door to the
office. Mark opeed the door for Jan The secretary greeted both of them and asked. "What may
Ihelp you two with?" Mark spoke up first.
"We are here for detention."
"But it isn't our fault," Jan yelped.
"Never is," replied the secretary. Mark smirked
while Jan was caught off guard by the reply. She
led them to the detention room down the hall. It
was adjacent to the Vice-principal's office and
had fifteen desks that were all empty. They took
seats next to each other.
'You would have to audition but wedo have
a gig and a little restaurant next weekend."
"Who said J wanted to try out?"
'Well who said you were the only one that
had an audition"
"Maybe Iwill then."
"Maybe you will both be quiet." Mrs. Brashier
announced upon entering the door to the detention room. 'Thls is detention Not social hour,
Mark you should know that all too well. Now if
you are both done talking, I will be in my office
doing some paper work. I will check up on you
every fifteen minutes so don't be sleeping." With
that she stently tuned and entered her office and
quietly closed the door. Mark put on his headphones and pulled out his govemment book. Jan
took out her Benny Goodman music to study it.
Mark tore a piece of paper from his notes and
handed it to her. It read "We meet at Richard
jones' house on 1134 Carson drive on Man, Wed,
Fri, and Sat from six on. If you can play we will
split the money from the gig with you." Jan read
the note, smirked at Mark, and nodded.
JIUl1SS

Quotatioos from my past
Haunt me whenever I attempt to escapePlunging forward and grabbing me relentlessly
I am so involved in all my existence that
I need time to breathe,
So many expectations are twisting Inside me,
My distinct personality is choking
In your capable gripping hands,
em I for a moment
Be free from consciousness
And be undeterred by words
That dig deeply into malleable extemal
perceptions?
I have corne dislodged
By too much time
And not enough connection
To be aione with you
Is why my being aches,
Reminding me again
Of my own encompassing incompleteness,
How does life become
Alii am trying to hide from?
(do you ever fell like somecoes intercepting
your thoughts?)
I am cradled by nothing famllarDesperate for acceptanee-and
hope,
Because despair is beyood me
And I must reach further
If I am ever going to break away
From msconceptlons
Of the good life,

carrie Odell
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magnet poem
When
dark
songs
have
secrets
my
tongue
tells
me
burn
the
.
growlng
blossom
of
love
second place poetry:
Jung Won Kim
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